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ABSTRACT
Electric propulsion - a newly emerging field of technology in space propulsion, has
experienced uneven progress for the past three decades. Despite much effort by its advocates to
promote its use, neither the government nor the aerospace industry has shown a consistent interest
in exploring the potential of electric propulsion and in accepting it as an enabling technology.
In seeking to understand the causes of this discrepancy between expectations and progress, a
technical and economic rationale for deploying electric propulsion system was first established. A
feasibility analysis using a solar-electric ion propulsion system for an interplanetary mission was
performed based on the prospective Comet Rendezvous/Asteroid Flyby (CRAF) mission that has
currently been scheduled for launch in August 1995. Comparison with conventional chemical
propulsion system demonstrated the technical readiness of electric propulsion as well as the
economic advantages that could be gained from its use through either savings in terms of reduced
launch or fuel costs, or benefits in terms of increased mission capability.
Through a brief discussion of the historical incidence leading to the eventual funding of the
CRAF mission in fiscal year 1990, a hypothesis that supported a possible connection between the
political process of budget allocation and the problems confronting electric propulsion was put
forth. The investigation proceeded with an empirical analysis of the data collected from a
national survey of the electric propulsion community in which 114 practitioners in the field
responded to a 12-page questionnaire that probed into various structural and behavioral aspects of
the electric propulsion community. Our focus on three important areas - present activities,
historical patterns, and future perceptions - yielded convincing evidence to indicate a strong
connection between NASA's past and present pattern of funding and the rate of progress in electric
propulsion through the years. It was further discovered from individual correspondence with some
of the respondents that commercial development of electric propulsion had been hampered by the
lack of industrial companies' desire to accept the financial risk of investing in technological
innovation such as electric propulsion.
The final conclusion drew together two important causes that are directly accountable for the
wavering support found in the field of electric propulsion: 1) the lack of a long term vision and
commitment to the nation's space policy in upholding its propulsion technological base after the
end of the Apollo era; and 2) the failure of American management in formulating and exercising
long term corporate policies and the prevailing practices that place overwhelming emphasis on
meeting short-term financial goals. Three cases were further described to support the conclusion. A
policy to exercise technological leadership was also outlined for practitioners who intend to remain
dedicated to the course of promoting electric propulsion.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Although continual progress has been made in electric propulsion throughout its
eighty year history in the US, uncertainties towards its future outlook have never
been felt more by those who engage in the research and promotion of the technology
than at the present time. Many have expressed frustration and hopelessness in the
lack of concerted effort in an area whose value and success they strongly believe in.
Following a series of interviews with various researchers in the field, the author was led
to the general impression that almost all who had worked in the field were baffled by
the lack of real interest of the aerospace community and by their own repeated failure
to bring home the recognition of electric propulsion as a technological reality. One
researcher, who has been involved in electric propulsion research until recent years,
commented on the historical development of the field as "vicious cycles of enthusi-
asm and despair", pointing out that events in the past had incited periodic growth
and decline in the effort directed to the development of the field. Another equally
experienced researcher remarked how "an atmosphere of vagueness and hopelessness"
spread in the community in the early 70s, a period perhaps not insignificant in the
sense that it was the time when NASA was faced with a budget contraction in the
post-Apollo era. Others have tried to analyze the failure of electric propulsion in a
more systematic fashion. The following quotation, for instance, has been extracted
from a paper published in 1988 which describes some of the problematic areas pre-
vailing in the implementation of electric propulsion technologies [Schreib; 1988]:
The electric propulsion community has spent many years promoting
the use of EP with systems engineers, mission planners, spacecraft man-
agers, user organizations, and governmental decision makers. Arguments
using mission utility, benefit-to-cost ratio, spacecraft compatibility and de-
velopment status in various combinations have not resulted in widespread
acceptance for operational use. In addition, at the managerial level, there
remains a significant lack of knowledge concerning EP technology and its
utility, benefits, and status.
A number of factors embedded in electric propulsion's history, in the
United States at least, have contributed to this situation. Variable develop-
ment support, changing emphasis among the various topics within the EP
field and missions that are proposed, supported, and then canceled have all
led to uneven progress.
A more concrete indication of how electric propulsion has evolved through time
could perhaps be found in tracing the level of research activities in the field. Using
statistics of the total annual published articles in all related areas of electric propulsion
as an index of aggregated R&D effort, Figure 1-11 shows the historical pattern of
evolution. Particularly worth noting is the presence of three apparent trends: the
sharp increase from 1961 to 1970; the gradual decline from 1971 to 1977; and the
widely fluctuating short cycles from 1978 to 1989. Although it is unwise to read too
deeply into this without undertaking further analysis, we do see a similarity between
the implication of the statistics and the opinions given by the researchers themselves.
1The data used in Figure 1-1 is tabulated in Appendix A. The curve shown in Figure 1-1 is a
cubic polynomial that best fits the data points.
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Figure 1-1: Annual publication statistics
1.2 Approach
Given the observations described above, the problem that we set out to investigate,
in a nutshell, stems from recognizing the existence of a discrepancy between the
expectation and the actual progress as perceived by the proponents in the field of
electric propulsion. In particular, progress that not only pushes the frontier of research
but also brings about the practical value of the technology through its utilization and
implementation. The central purpose of this thesis is to uncover the causes of this
discrepancy. However we must note that in stating this discrepancy as a problem and
in making it as a subject of investigation, we have implicitly accepted the following
a priori assumption with regard to technological innovation; an assumption that
originates from the standpoint of a practitioner in the field, namely a researcher or a
person who engages in the technical aspects of work: the acceptance of a technological
innovation is determined by its underlying technical and economic2 justifications.
2The use of the word economic here is referred to costs and profits.
C·l~
In conducting our investigation, instead of accepting the premise of electric propul-
sion as having acquired both technical and economic justifications, we shall begin by
demonstrating whether electric propulsion has in fact the acknowledged advantages
that its proponents claim. These advantages must be evaluated in light of an existing
opportunity for the use of electric propulsion but yet for some reasons, an older and
more conventional alternative, namely chemical propulsion has been chosen instead.
Once we can establish the claim on the basis of this comparison to reveal in quan-
tifiable measures the practical advantages of using electric propulsion over chemical
propulsion, we shall return to ask ourselves the basic question: If electric propulsion
works so well, why has it not been chosen and developed? We shall briefly discuss
what actually happened in this incidence concerning the decision on the choice of
chemical propulsion over electric propulsion and from there proceed to seek an al-
ternative explanation to account for the general problem implicated throughout the
previous section.
Having outlined our approach, we shall describe, in the following section, the
methodology employed in our investigation. In summary the methodology consists
of the following two elements:
1. Technical Assessment (justification of electric propulsion over chemical propul-
sion) - choice of mission, technical framework, and measurement of perfor-
mance for comparison.
2. National Survey (an instrument for gathering empirical evidence to support a
general conclusion) - conceptual framework, objective, and organization.
1.3 Methodology
1.3.1 Assessment of Technical Capability
* Choice of mission. It depends on the following factors:
1. suited for the near term application of electric propulsion.
2. advantageous for electric propulsion i.e. either a long range mission e.g.
interplanetary exploration or a long time mission e.g. satellite station-
keeping.3
3. allows for comparison between use of electric and chemical propulsion sys-
tems.
Given the above considerations and the fact that satellite stationkeeping mis-
sions have already been well studied, we have decided to perform the assessment
on the CRAF mission4 , a comet rendezvous exploration mission of NASA that
has received funding commitment and has been scheduled for launch in August
1995.
* Technical framework. It includes the following elements:
1. Trajectory model- developed to simulate different mission scenarios and
to estimate key mission parameters under the application of low thrust -
a characteristic of electric propulsion system.
2. System analysis- performs feasibility design study with the use of the tra-
jectory model and a system analysis model. As a means for comparison,
instead of the bipropellant chemical propulsion system that has been de-
signed for the spacecraft Mariner Mark II for CRAF, we will, in our study,
retain the mass configuration of Mark II but substitute a solar-electric ion
propulsion system for the chemical propulsion system.
8The reason why these missions are particularly advantageous for electric propulsion will be
explained in the next chapter.
4CRAF stands for Comet Rendezvous/Asteroid Flyby.
* Performance measurement. Performance will be evaluated based on the sensi-
tivities of system masses with variation in the specific power of the solar array5.
We will use the injection capability of Titan IV/Centaur G', the vehicle pro-
posed for launching CRAF, as the baseline to convert system mass values to
launch margins6 which will serve as an indication of how electric propulsion
performs relative to chemical propulsion.
1.3.2 National Survey of the Electric Propulsion
Community
Conceptual Framework
Current thinking' on technological development tends to emphasize the instrumental
role of the firm in bringing new technology to the market place. The dynamics of
technological development has been depicted as a linear progression from research
to development to production and eventually to market sales. Success in develop-
ing new technologies is attributed to the two fundamental forces of "market-pull"
and "technology-push". And the result of much academic research on the subject of
technological development has been directed at understanding how numerous orga-
nization variables in a firm relate to the success of developing new technologies. It
is clear, however, that this model cannot provide a satisfactory explanation of why a
particular technology emerges, and more specifically why some technologies become
successful while others are doomed to fail.
An alternative approach to investigating the process of emerging technologies have
been proposed [Rappa, Debackere; 1989]. It argues that in seeking to capture the crit-
ical dynamics of emerging new technologies, one must consider the broader environ-
SThe power generated by the solar array divided by the mass of the solar array. It is a measure
of the level of solar array technology.
'Launch Margin = Injection Capability - Electric Propulsion System Mass; a positive value
indicates mass savings accompanying the use of an electric system, a negative value, on the other
hand, indicates mass penalties.
7The economists' view, in particular, the modern literature on microeconomics depicting a firm
as a "black box" and technology as an input that generates products as output related by a specific
production function.
ment in which technological development occurs. Technological development should
not be regarded merely as the exclusive domain of the firm, but rather as an activity
which cuts across many types of public and private organizations. The concept of
an R&D community was put forward to suggest that new technological development
may come about through the concerted efforts of a community of researchers which
forms over time and spans these diverse organizations.
* Defining the R&D community
The notion of an R&D community is used to designate a group of individuals
operating over a range of technical, managerial and planning functions who are
committed to solving a set of interrelated scientific and technological problems.
They may be organizationally and geographically dispersed but they must be
able to communicate through either formal or informal channels. The problems
which they seek answers to are not necessarily confined to very specific physical
phenomena but rather they encompass a wide range of technical as well as non-
technical issues encountered in the overall process of technological development.
This concept of an R&D community extends beyond traditional disciplinary and
industry boundaries. It is defined by the nature of the problem set rather than
by the end product.
* Defining the Phases of Technological Development
Earlier studies of the dynamic characteristics of R&D communities suggest the
existence of three distinctive phases in the pattern of technological evolution
[Rappa, Debackere; 1989] [Rappa, Debackere; 1990].
The phases are illustrated in Figure 1-2 in terms of changes in the level of
effort within the field. The first phase, referred to as the "bootlegging" phase,
is characterized by a relatively low level of effort. During this period, the
commercial value of the technology is extremely difficult to see and the scientific
value of the new field is accepted by only a handful of dedicated researchers who
struggle to maintain their research without formal recognition and funding.
PBootlhaeggingBootlegging
Time
Figure 1-2: Phase model of an R&D community
In contrast with the "bootlegging" phase, the second phase, referred to as the
"bandwagon" phase, represents a sharp transition in the level of effort in the
field. The dominant characteristic of this phase is the very rapid increase in the
number of researchers working in the community in a relatively short period of
time. As the research community grows, it becomes more widely distributed
across organizations. At the same time, the scientific legitimacy of the field be-
gins to broaden. The commercial value of the technology in this period appears
to be somewhat clearer and niche markets begin to grow for those who venture
to take advantage of the commercial potential in the new technology.
As the bandwagon progresses, the community enters the third phase, where
either one of two paths will emerge. Under scenario (a), the success of the field
is imminent; the scientific and commercial value of the technology becomes in-
creasingly apparent, markets begin to expand, funding sources are secured and
the community begins to institutionalize itself. The alternative scenario (b),
forbodes a community in which acceptance does not meet researchers' expec-
tations. Development of the field under such circumstances are likely to be
plagued with a multitude of difficulties: recognition for the scientific and com-
mercial value diminish, funding sources become scarce, recruitment of new re-
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searchers suffer, markets do not develop, institutionalization does not occur.
All these could eventually lead to an exodus of researchers from the field and
the state of the technology could either revert back to phase-one conditions or
face extinction. This also implies that over long periods of time, communities
may undergo cyclical fluctuations before scenario (a) eventually emerges.
Objective
The objective of using a survey to study the electric propulsion community is twofold:
1. Generally to find out about the behavioral and structural characteristics of the
community, to deduce how practitioners perceive the path electric propulsion is
taking and to identify external factors which are influential to the development
and deployment of electric propulsion technology.
2. Specifically to identify historical patterns and trends and any other specific
responses from participants that may suggest an explanation to account for the
discrepancy between expectation and progress in the field.
The Survey Instrument
The survey instrument, a 12-page questionnaire (see Appendix B) has been designed
specifically for collecting information from members of the electric propulsion com-
munity about the following activities:
1. the extent and the nature of the respondents' activities in electric propulsion.
2. the respondents' decision to work in the field of electric propulsion.
3. the extent and nature of the respondents' communal activities, such as shar-
ing information with other researchers or managers through both formal and
informal channels.
4. the respondents' perceptions regarding the future progress of the field, with
emphasis on factors that are most influential for the success of the field.
5. the basic demographic characteristics of the respondents and their organiza-
tions.
The use of the survey encompasses the following advantages:
1. Systematize the questions that we are interested in asking and the responses
that the participants will provide.
2. With individual community member as the unit of analysis, we could gain im-
portant insights into fundamental behavioral similarities/differences among dif-
ferent groups of people.
3. Circumvent the problem of obtaining hierarchical approval from organization
executives.
Results of the survey are aggregated and analyzed empirically. Details of this will
be explained in chapter 5.
1.4 Organization
The remainder of this thesis is organized in the following manner:
Chapter 2 Provides a brief overview of the history, concept, and current develop-
mental status of electric propulsion.
Chapter 3 Develops the trajectory model to determine mission parameters for the
Comet Kopff rendezvous mission. Presents the results for four different mission
scenarios.
Chapter 4 Develops the methodology to perform feasibility analysis using a solar-
electric ion propulsion system. Performs the analysis and presents the results
based on data obtained for the CRAF mission. Discusses implications of the
results and presents a complete system design for a direct pre-perihelion ren-
dezvous.
Chapter 5 Provides the background on NASA's actual decision concerning CRAF
and the implications of that decision on our investigation using results from the
national survey. Details the data collection process for the survey. Discusses
the method used in analyzing the data. Presents results and evidence to build
up the case for the final conclusion.
Chapter 6 Conclusion. Connects the empirical evidence collected in the previous
chapter with an explanation that accounts for the observations. Outlines a
policy recommendation for practitioners in electric propulsion to exercise tech-
nological leadership.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 The Origin
Electric propulsion has established what Edward Constant [Constant; 1973] defined
as a "technological paradigml" in the field of space propulsion. Its root dated as
far back as 1906, to the founding father of modern rocketry Robert Goddard2 the
same man who invented the chemical rockets that were to be the first man-made
artifact to escape from the stronghold of Earth's gravitational attraction, and that
were eventually to land the first men on the moon. What started as a fantastic
idea in the mind of the brilliant pioneer in 1906 caught the imagination of scores of
individuals throughout the decades who aspired to develop his idea into knowledge
'In studying the turbojet revolution, Edward Constant, a historian of technology, formulated
a new model for technological change in an attempt to explain the emergence of the turbojet
[Constant; 1980]. Following Thomas Kuhn [Kuhn; 1962, 1970] [Kuhn; 1977], who originally used
the term "paradigm" to explain major discontinuities in scientific thought, Constant developed the
term "technological paradigm" as a parallel to Kuhn's conception applied to technological disconti-
nuities. A technological paradigm, according to Constant [Constant; 1973] is defined as an accepted
mode of technical operation, a conventional system employed and accepted by a relevant community
of practitioners. And similar to Kuhn's original multidimensional usage of the term, a technolog-
ical paradigm is not only a device or process, but is also rationale, practice, procedure, method,
instrumentation, and a particular shared way of perceiving a set of technology.
2The following account is found in p. 1, Chapter 1 of Ernst Stuhlinger's book "Ion Propulsion
for Space Flight" [Stuhlinger; 1964] - The earliest known record in which the idea of an electric
propulsion system for rocket vehicles appears at least implicitly is a page in the notebook of R. H.
Goddard [Goddard; 1959] ... He wrote down a brief remark in his notebook on February 18, and
the frequent recurrence of remarks concerning electrostatic propulsion in his notebooks for the years
1906 to 1912 reveals that the ion rocket had taken a firm foothold in the thinking of this exceedingly
brilliant mind more than fifty years ago.
and skills which have since become the cornerstone of the modern field of electric
propulsion.
The modern era of electric propulsion started almost three decades ago in the early
1960s as organized forms of research and development activities began to emerge. In
contrast with the 1940s and 1950s when most of the work in electric propulsion was
often performed in their spare time by individuals whose primary interest lay in other
areas of study, the new institutionalization of the field in the 1960s structured the
entry of new researchers into the field and provided coherent focus of increasingly
specialized areas of research and development. The establishment of special centers
and laboratories dedicated to research and development in electric propulsion both
in industry and in government agencies was proof of the conscious effort devoted by
those who recognized the potential in this newly emerging field.
Part of the reason for the phenomenal development in the 1960s could be at-
tributed to the changing nature of the problems and research agenda that were pre-
vailing in the field of electric propulsion at that time. Ever since, in a ground-breaking
paper published in 1954 [Stuhlinger; 1954], Ernst Stuhlinger demonstrated the fea-
sibility of electric propulsion with a comprehensive study of the major components
of an electric propulsion system for a mission to Mars, people began to realize that
the underlying scientific curiosity of electric propulsion could perhaps be forged into
a technological reality. From then on, attention shifted from studies concerned with
the feasibility and the usefulness of electric systems to studies focused on the specific
physical problems of implementation3 .
2.2 The Concept
Despite the early history of electric propulsion, its development was superseded by
the now established branch of chemical propulsion. This did not perhaps come as a
surprise since Man's first conquest was to escape from the Earth's gravitational pull.
3See Jahn, Robert G., "Physics of Electric Propulsion", Chapter 1-5, p.10, McGraw Hill Book
Company, 1966.
The propulsive force that the rocket must generate in order to accomplish such a feat
can only be achieved through the rapid release of the large amount of energy locked
up inside the internal structure of special combustive chemicals. This outburst of
energy generates thrust many orders of magnitude higher than what current electric
propulsion devices can achieve. The limitation of chemical propulsion, however, lies
in the amount of energy that can be extracted from the propellant. An important
characteristic parameter of the rocket engine is the specific impulse, defined as the
ratio of the thrust to the rate of use of propellant at sea level weight. The specific
impulse is thus directly related to the propellant exhaust velocity by a factor equal to
the inverse of the sea-level gravitational acceleration4 . In conventional chemical rock-
ets, the thrust is obtained by nozzled expansion of a propellant previously heated by
its own chemical reaction. As such, the attainable exhaust velocity is limited by three
factors: 1) the intrinsic energy available in the chemical reaction and convertible to
chamber enthalpy of the gas; 2) the tolerable heat transfer to the combustion cham-
ber or the nozzle throat; and 3) the unrecoverable energy deposition in the internal
modes of the gas, sometimes called "frozen flow losses" and the radiation losses from
the exhaust jet. The limiting performances of the more common chemical propellants
are well known from practical experience. Currently the best chemical rocket engines
utilize liquid bipropellants (fuel and oxidizer) and they have specific impulse values
ranging from 300 to 500 seconds. In general high specific impulse is desirable for
high energy missions. These include, for instance, long range missions, such as inter-
planetary flights, or long-time missions, such as the maintenance of satellite position
and orientation for several years. The capability of chemical propulsion rapidly ap-
proaches its limits for these missions and practically cannot achieve more demanding
missions (e.g. exploration beyond the solar system, manned trip to Mars) for the fu-
ture. Electric propulsion, through its unique propulsion concepts, holds the promise
of attaining very high specific impulse values and thereby extending the capability of
propulsion technology.
The word "electric" implies the use of a fundamental form of energy different from
4This is the constant go which has a value of approximately 9.81 ms - 2
that found in the bonding of chemical molecules. Electric propulsion is the means
of converting electrical energy supplied from an external power source into propul-
sive energy. The power source can be one of the several kinds of power generating
devices commonly found on Earth. Batteries and solar electric panels provide a low
to medium level of power adequate for most missions in Low Earth Orbit and for
planetary explorations within the inner solar system; while a turbo-generating plant
and a nuclear fission reactor supplies the high level of power necessary for heavy duty
transportation among the Low Earth Orbits and for ambitious exploration programs
beyond the solar system.
The principle of energy conversion for electric propulsion is based on a simple idea
originally conceived by Robert Goddard during his study of the motion of charged
particles under the influence of an electric field. Ionized particles can be made to
accelerate uniformly in a linear direction through the alignment of an electric field
parallel to the desired line of motion. This form of propulsion, known as electrostatic
propulsion is one of the most developed areas of electric propulsion today. In con-
trast with the process of energy conversion in chemical propulsion described earlier,
electrostatic propulsion involves no combustion process and consequently eliminates
the constraint imposed by the thermal properties of the construction material. In
addition since energy is not an intrinsic property of the propellant, the propulsive en-
ergy is limited only by the available power from the source of the supply. This form
of propulsion has a very high specific impulse value , ranging from 3000 to 10000
seconds, but has only a low thrust density and is therefore unsuitable where high
impulsive thrust is required. Propulsion systems based on the electrostatic method
are known as ion engines.
Variations on this simple concept exist. Electrothermal and electromagnetic
propulsion are the other two dominant areas of research and development in the field.
Electrothermal propulsion is an enhancement of the conventional chemical propulsion
whereby the propellants are heated electrically in their gaseous phase to boost the
level of thermal energy of the gas particles which are then expanded in a suitable
nozzle by means of a pressure gradient created between the entry and exit ends of the
engine. Although combustion is not explicitly involved, contact between the heated
gaseous propellants and the surface of the nozzle creates thermal stresses which tax
the property of the material in ways similar to the conventional bipropellant or mono-
propellant chemical engines. The specific impulse of electrothermal devices ranges
from 800 to 1200 seconds and they have a medium thrust density. Their potential
drawbacks are the possibility of a short lifetime and the difficulty of extending to the
even more important specific impulse range of 1500-2500 seconds. Electromagnetic
propulsion, on the other hand, is an extension of the principles of electrostatic propul-
sion described above. Instead of a single electric field, it relies on the interactions
of both electric and magnetic fields to create an electromagnetic force that drives an
ionized propellant stream in the direction of motion. The magnetic field can be self
induced or supplied by an external source. The former is known as the Self-Field
(SF) thruster while the latter is known as the Applied Field (AF) thruster. Of all
the three propulsive mechanisms described above, electromagnetic is the one that has
the highest thrust density but also consumes the most power for efficient operation.
Its specific impulse value lies between 1500 and 6000 seconds.
Electrothermal propulsion systems that have been developed and implemented
include arcjets and resistojets. Both of them are favored because of their relative
simplicity and high reliability. The physical principles as well as the design issues
involved in their construction are comparatively well known. These are perhaps the
reasons why much of the early effort has been devoted to them. On the other hand,
electromagnetic devices remain on underdeveloped ground, due in part to the lack
of complete understanding of the physical phenomena underlying this form of energy
conversion. The technical difficulties encountered, in turn, may have driven many
researchers away towards other more promising areas because they were often faced
with the pressure of demonstrating progress in order to secure funding.
Two important factors distinguish electric propulsion from chemical propulsion.
They involve issues that are particularly important from the perspectives of imple-
mentation, limits on capability, and economic incentives. Electric propulsion is char-
acterized by its low-thrust. Its extreme efficiency in propellant utilization is due to
the very high exit velocity that the ejected particles can attain and to the very low
rate at which propellant particles are ejected. Because of the low thrust of elec-
tric propulsion, its applications have been limited to providing secondary propulsion
such as attitude control of spacecraft and stationkeeping for satellites. Its efficiency,
however, can offset the disadvantage in thrust for high energy mission such as those
required by planetary explorations within the inner solar system. By prolonged ap-
plication of thrust, the necessary acceleration for these missions can be attained but
compensated at the expense of longer mission time5 . Although this does not seem to
affect exploratory missions whose typical time scale is measured in years, the extended
time to complete a mission is nevertheless an undesirable feature for electric propul-
sion since it presents an added measure of risk and contingency upon the technology
in use.
The other factor unique to electric propulsion is, as mentioned at the beginning
of this section, its reliance on an external power supply. With current solar array
technology which can provide a 100 Watt of power per kilogram in weight, a supply
of 10 kiloWatts, which is typical for a medium power primary propulsion unit, would
imply an added weight of 100 kilograms. The steep increase of launch cost with mass
would have been an adverse factor for electric propulsion had it not been for the
trade-off with propellant mass as a result of the fuel efficiency of electric propulsion.
Even so, the importance of space power generation by reliable, efficient and light
weight devices assumes a critical role in the development of electric propulsion.
'This is true to the extent that the power level is low. The availability of higher power implies
higher thrust density, which would decrease the mission time of using electric propulsion to a level
comparable to that attained from using chemical propulsion. The statement is still true, however,
if we consider the thrust time instead of the mission time since electric propulsion is a continuous
thrust device whereas chemical propulsion is an impulsive thrust device.
2.3 The Current Status - Internal Drive
and External Lead
2.3.1 Internal Drive
Ever since the first successful flight test of an ion rocket in 1965 [Cybulski; 1965],
researchers have been convinced of the viability of electric propulsion. Considerable
efforts have been devoted to promoting the use of electric propulsion among indus-
tries and the government in an effort to gain acceptance for a technology that is
widely believed to be "coming of age"6 . Researchers in recent years have focused
on improving the understanding and the reliability of critical components in electric
propulsion devices. The level of technology reached in space power generation, and
particularly in solar array technology has lowered the overall mass of electric propul-
sion systems to a critical level. The Air Force, NASA and Hughes Laboratories have
begun developing ion engines and arcjets that are capable of processing 30 kiloWatts
of power and more. Furthermore the increasing number of published articles have
been devoted to detailed studies of proposed missions for electric propulsion in an
attempt to portray the variety of missions suited for electric propulsion. Table 2.1
shows an overview of the range of missions that have been targeted for near, mid and
long term applications [Schreib; 1988].
2.3.2 External Lead
The leadership that NASA and the Air Force traditionally play in developing space
technology has not been apparent in the case of electric propulsion. Apart from the
instrumental role they play in institutionalizing the field in its very early stage, their
lack of commitment to the success of the technology has led some observers to believe
that progress in the development of the field has been hindered as a result. Especially
true for NASA, which has been constantly plagued by budget contraction, is the fact
that projects within the organization must compete fiercely for funding.
6quoted from a paper by William K. Kisko, "Electric Propulsion Comes of Age", 1984
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Table 2.1: Electric propulsion mission overview
In the last few years however, there has been a renewed interest in electric propul-
sion in particular from the commercial satellite industry for near-term application
and from NASA and the Air Force for mid-term and long-term applications. An
international effort has also been launched that includes Britain, France, Germany,
Italy, Netherlands and Japan. Europeans and Japanese, although technologically
less advanced than the US, have a much more systematic policy towards committing
themselves to the success of electric propulsion.
Chapter 3
A Trajectory Simulation Model
for Low-Thrust Interplanetary
Transfer
3.1 Introduction
Using a two-body celestial model in which the Sun is the only attractive force, a
numerical model has been developed to simulate the motion of spacecraft under non-
conservative dynamics. An appropriate thrust program has been devised for the
spacecraft, the purpose of which is to enable interplanetary transfer between two
elliptical orbits inclined at an angle. The model is formulated so that compromises in
accuracy can be made without loss of generality and physical clarity. Constrained by
the available computation power, the model is intended only to provide a first order
approximation of mission parameters which will be used later for the evaluation of a
Comet rendezvous mission using an ion propulsion system.
3.2 Application of the Model for Mission
Analysis
The model is applied to generate rendezvous trajectories constituting different mission
durations. In addition the program computes the maximum power and acceleration
of the spacecraft, the maximum heliocentric distance, the time-to-rendezvous and the
total AV' of the flight. With the specific mass of the power plant and the specific
impulse of the electric rocket as free variables, a realistic set of mission parameters
can be obtained; one which is representative of the current level of technology.
Using the results of the simulation model as inputs to a suitable electric propulsion
system model, an iterative procedure can be formulated to perform a feasibility design
study which takes into account compatibility on both the mission and the system
levels.
3.3 Theoretical Analysis
3.3.1 Conceptual Approach
Since the rendezvous orbit is elliptical, the spacecraft trajectory is envisioned as a
continuously expanding elliptical spiral. As the craft travels under the gravitational
influence of the Sun, it increases its radial distance with respect to the Sun. The
rendezvous condition is met when the spacecraft trajectory intersects at the correct
radius and inclination with respect to the rendezvous orbit. Implicit in this conceptual
approach is the assumption that the spacecraft will at all times travel under the
gravitational influence of the Sun alone and that the only perturbing force acting
on the spacecraft is the thrust it generates. This reduces the analysis to essentially
solving a two-body boundary-value problem with small perturbing source terms.
'AV is known as the characteristics velocity increment defined simply as the magnitude of velocity
increment that would be achieved by the ejection of propellant mass over the time of flight, if there
were no other forces acting. Any mission can be expressed by this quantity and as a result it is an
important measure of how demanding a particular mission is.
3.3.2 Gauss' Form of Lagrange's Planetary Equations
The equation of the disturbed motion of two bodies can be expressed in the form
dr dv td= v - + -- r = ad (3.1)dt dt r3
where r is the vector position of one mass with respect to the other and ad is the vector
acceleration arising from the presence of the thrust acceleration of the spacecraft's
engines.
The known solution of the two-body problem may be expressed functionally in
the form
r = r(t, a) v = v(t, a) (3.2)
in which components of the vector a are the six orbital elements.
Gauss' Form of Lagrange's Planetary Equations2 is essentially a transformation
of Eqn. (3.1) from the original position and velocity vectors r(t) and v(t) to the
time-varying orbital elements a(t). 3 Because the perturbed orbit is not a Keplerian
one, the resulting conic section is known as the osculating orbit. To visualize such
an osculating orbit, one may think of the spacecraft as passing from one Keplerian
orbit to another. At any time in space, this Keplerian orbit is the orbit the spacecraft
would follow, if all perturbations disappeared instantaneously. It is important to bear
this in mind as later in this chapter one has to draw upon the notion of osculating
orbits in deriving the appropriate thrust program.
The advantage of this formulation is that only the disturbing and not the total
acceleration will affect changes in the dependent variables a(t). In addition, for the
purpose of calculating transfer trajectories, these variables provide the elegance of
simplicity in allowing both boundary conditions to be specified in terms of their
2The planetary equations originally derived by Lagrange express the perturbing acceleration as
the gradient of a disturbing function.
3A full explanation and a complete derivation can be found in "An Introduction to the Mathe-
matics and Methods of Astrodynamics" Chapter 10.2 , pp476-488, AIAA Inc, New York, 1987 by
Richard H. Battin
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Figure 3-1: Coordinate system geometry
respective orbital attributes, thus providing a clear physical interpretation of the
effects of perturbing forces on the trajectory.
Expressing the perturbing acceleration ad in its cylindrical components4 adr, ado,
adh, Gauss' equations appear as follows: (the orbital elements i, a, e, Q, w, and f are
defined in Table 3.1 and Figure 3-1.)
di r cos 0
- = adh (3.3)dt h
da 2a2  p
d - -(esin f ad, + - ad) (3.4)dt h r
de 1
d- = {psin f adr + [(p + r)cos f + re] adO} (3.5)dt h
dA r sin 0
- adh (3.6)dt h sin i
dw 1 r sin 8 cos i[- p cos f ad +(p + r)sin f ad - hsin adh (3.7)dt eh h sin 2
4
"An Introduction to the Mathematics and Methods of Astrodynamics", Chapter 10.3, p.488,
AIAA Inc., New York, 1987, Richard H. Battin.
Orbital period (yr) P 6.32
Perihelion distance (AU) q 1.59
Aphelion distance (AU) Q 5.32
Semi-major Axis (AU) a 3.58
Eccentricity e 0.556
Argument of perihelion (degree) w 161.7
Longitude of node (degree) Q 121.0
Inclination of orbit to ecliptic (degree) i 4.698
Table 3.1: Symbols of the orbital elements and the corresponding values for Comet
Kopff
df h (3.8)
dt r2
where h is the angular momentum and is related to the parameter p by h = p
with it being the gravitational constant; and 0 = w + f with f being the true anomaly
expressed in degrees.
The thrust of the spacecraft is assumed to be directed tangentially along its ve-
locity vector in the plane of the expanding spiral. Although the actual optimal thrust
direction has been shown to vary in quite a complex way with time, its has also
been revealed that a tangential thrust is very close to the optimum thrust direction
[Lawden; 1958] [Reidelhuber et al.; 1974]. The following transformation is used to
derive the perturbing acceleration in tangential co-ordinates:
adr h e sin f -(1 + e cos f) adt (3.9)
ade P v[ 1 + e cos f e sin f adn
Using Eqn. (3.9), Eqs. (3.3) through (3.8) become:
di r cos 0
- adh (3.10)dt h
da 2a2v
- adt (3.11)dt Itde 1 rd 2(e + cos f) adt - sin f ad (3.12)
dt V a
dfl r sin f
tadh (3.13)dt h sin i
dw 1 [2sin f ad + (2e + - cos f) a
r sin f cos f
h sin i
df hdf _= h (3.15)
3.3.3 Derivation of an Appropriate Acceleration Program
An appropriate acceleration program is needed to provide the correct radial and
inclination changes. It must be able to perform two functions. First it must be
able to accelerate the spacecraft away from the Sun. Second it must be capable
of making a gradual approach towards the rendezvous destination with the correct
orbital attributes. Furthermore, the expression of the acceleration program has to
contain at least one free variable whereby iterations can be numerically performed
with an appropriate algorithm.
By resolving the resultant acceleration into tangential and out-of-orbit compo-
nents, the effects on the radius and on the inclination can be treated independently.
Tangential Acceleration Program
The conception of the tangential acceleration program can be considered in light of
the following analysis.
Expressing the rocket mass equation as the following:
a2(t) n d (I)
2P(t) m 2  dtm
m(r) m(O) o 2P(t) (3.16)
where P(t) is the spacecraft power as a function of time.
By choosing to operate at the maximum power level, the difference of the initial
to final mass, i.e. the mass of the propellant, can be made as small as possible for all
acceleration values. Introducing the specific mass of the power plant a and assuming
that power plant mass is directly proportional to the power level, i.e.
m w = aP,
Eqn. (3.16) becomes
1 1 72S- + (3.17)
mf mi mw
where
2 a a2(t) dt
with r being the total burn time.
It follows from Eqn. (3.17) that the specific mass of the power plant is an explicit
parameter in the optimization function. It is an important variable because its value
sets the limit to which - 2 can be optimized by the choice of the acceleration program
a2(t). Given a, however, the results in Eqn. (3.17) suggests that 7 2 should be mini-
mized in order to maximize mf. It can be easily verified that -y2 is a minimum when
a(t), the acceleration, is constant.
The following tangential acceleration program appears to be reasonable:
adt = adto(1 + bcosf) (3.18)
where
277'Po
adto- IM
and b is a free parameter.
The above expression for the acceleration comprises a constant component and a
modulation component. The constant component increases the kinetic energy of the
spacecraft and thereby accelerating it outward from the Sun while the modulation
component, which varies with the cosine of the true anomaly, ensures that the transfer
trajectory will follow an elliptical path that ultimately meshes with the rendezvous
orbit. A single degree of freedom is given to allow the magnitude of the modulation
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Figure 3-2: Visualization of an osculating orbit with the associated thrust vectors
part to be specified. This parameter is used to provide adjustment in the iterating
process for the determination of successful rendezvous with the rendezvous orbit.
Although adt is not strictly constant, its average is and it is at least plausible that
the expression could represent an optimum.
Out-Of-Orbit Acceleration Program
For a spacecraft which uses a chemical rocket, the most efficient way to change the
inclination of the orbit is by applying impulsive thrust at the line of nodes in the
direction perpendicular to the plane of the desired orbit. This has the effect of altering
the direction, but not the magnitude of the angular momentum vector. For an ion
rocket, changes in the inclination have to be made incrementally as the spacecraft
completes its orbit. A thrust program is therefore required to achieve the above
objective given the constraints imposed by the low-thrust nature of the device.
The strategy used is to apply maximum out-of-orbit thrust at the line of nodes in
the direction perpendicular to the orbital plane of the desired orbit while nullifying
any out-of-orbit thrust both at the apogee and the perigee. For elliptical orbits this
line of nodes is the latus rectum (see Figure 3-2). Drawing upon the concept of
osculating orbits, we envisage the existence of such an orbit at each and every point
of the spacecraft's desired trajectory.
Assuming the maximum out-of-orbit acceleration is adho, the out-of-orbit acceler-
ation program takes the following reasonable form:
adh = adho(-sin f) (3.19)
where f is the true anomaly.
Referring again to Figure 3-2, we can see that in order to provide the change in
the angular momentum vector in the direction as shown, we need to have a maximum
downward thrust at f = Z radian and a maximum upward thrust at f = -' radian.
Hence the modulation component - sin f.
Combining orbit-raising with inclination changes, the out-of-orbit acceleration can
be expressed in terms of the tangential acceleration:
adh = adt tan a (3.20)
where a is the gimbal angle, namely the angle between the thrust vector and the
trajectory plane.
Letting the maximum gimbal angle to be a0o, and substituting for adt from
Eqn. (3.18), the out-of-orbit acceleration becomes:
adh = -adt (1 + cos f) tan ao sin f (3.21)
3.3.4 Small Perturbation Analysis of Gauss' Equations
The small accelerations produced by the ion rocket, typically of the order of 10- 4
to 10- 3 ms - 2 allow for substantial simplification in the analysis. The changes in
the orbital elements during any one revolution may be established by a perturbation
technique and then the changes over many revolutions may be established by summing
these small changes.
In addition the following simplifying assumptions can be made:
1. The inclination between the initial orbital plane and the final orbital plane is
small.
2. The model assumes rendezvous at perihelion of the rendezvous orbit.
(1) and (2) together implies that the orientation of the spacecraft's orbit can be
assumed to remain the same as the orientation of the rendezvous orbit throughout
its time of flight, hence both Eqn. (3.13) and Eqn. (3.14) are zero, i.e.
dw dQ2
-- = 0
dt dt
Using the chain rule and Eqn. (3.15), Eqs. (3.10)-(3.12) can be rewritten as follows:
da 2a2vr 2
- adt (3.22)
de r2
e= h- [2(e + cos f) adt] (3.23)df hv
di r3
= -cos(w + f) adh (3.24)df h2
The following operator is applied to Eqs. (2.21)-(2.23) to obtain average changes
in the orbital elements for one revolution:
Kd 1 r2d f (3.25)
Eqs. (2.21)-(2.23) can then be further expanded by applying the following binomial
expansions and by substituting for r and v:
1 + - - - - -- cos f1 
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1
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where tI(p), (k2(P), )3(p), and 4 (p) are the respective binomial coefficients.
and
(3.26)
(3.27)
(3.28)
(3.29)
(3.30)
(3.31)
(3.32)
Combining Eqs. (3.24)-(3.30) into Eqs. (3.21)-(3.23) and realizing that
O n is odd
I - n is even
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gives the final expressions
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3.4 Determination of AV, Flight Distance,
Time- To- Rendezvous
3.4.1 Mission AV
From the definition of AV:
AV = adtdt (3.37)
and by the change of variable:
/("r) df
AV = adt- (3.38)Jo h
where h = rv.
By using trapezoidal approximation, the numerical equivalence of Eqn. (3.37)
becomes:
(AV)il = (AV) + [Af(f (3.39)f
where
aot0(1 + bcos fi)ri (3.40)
3.4.2 Flight Distance
The flight distance can be expressed as follows:
s(r) - s(0) = f(r)
0
(dr)2 + (r df)2 (3.41)
In discrete form, it becomes:
8i+1
= Si + j(ri+1 - ri)2 + (riAf)2
and
(3.42)
3.4.3 Time-To-Rendezvous
From the conservation of angular momentum where h remains constant within each
orbital period:
df h (3.43)
dt r2
which implies
7 = - df (3.44)
Discretizing Eqn. (3.44) gives the following:
ri T +1 $h ) _ T) (3.45)
3.5 Features of the Algorithm
The algorithm is coded in FORTRAN; a listing can be found in Appendix C. The use
of small perturbation analysis and orbit averaging described in the previous chapter
provides computation efficiency by allowing larger incremental steps to be taken.
In exchange for greater efficiency, however, more complex expressions have to be
evaluated.
3.5.1 General Organization
Significant smoothing of the equations as a result of linearization and averaging war-
rants the use of an explicit Euler scheme with forward march in true anomaly (f). The
code contains the main program, two subroutines, and sixteen functional modules.
Numerical integration of Eqs. (3.33)-(3.35) is performed in the main program. The
first subroutine returns to the main program the computed values from the expression
on the right hand side of Eqs. (3.33)-(3.35) while the second subroutine computes and
returns to the first subroutine the number of binomial terms required at each iteration
Input variables: specific impulse Isp
engine efficiency 77eng
modulation parameter b
maximum gimbal angle ao
incremental step Af
Table 3.2: Input variables
Output variables: mission velocity increment AV
distance traveled s
no. of revolutions made N
time-to-rendezvous 7
maximum acceleration amax
minimum acceleration amin
maximum specific power amax
minimum specific power amin
maximum distance from the Sun dma~
Table 3.3: Output variables
to achieve an accuracy to within 0.1%.
At each iteration, the iterated value of the semi-major axis is converted to radial
distance, which acts as a terminating signal when it reaches a value of less than 1% of
the target's orbital distance from the Sun. At this point the accuracy of the iterated
eccentricity is checked. If it lies within 5% of the final value, the program proceeds to
check for the accuracy of the inclination correction, otherwise it will prompt for an
input of a new modulation parameter and will then begin the next round of iterations
from the beginning. The program will perform the output calculations once all three
of the final values are met to within the specified accuracy. The input and output
variables of the program are shown in Tables 3.2 and 3.3.
3.5.2 Active Binomial Truncation
This is implemented in the second subroutine to enhance the efficiency of the pro-
gram while maintaining the accuracy of the computations to a level restricted only
by the available computation power. With each set of iterated values of a, e, and i,
the number of terms needed to compute the expressions of Eqs. (3.33)-(3.35) is allo-
IMission scenario I II III IV
Mean spacecraft power-to-mass ratio (W/kg) 6.00 4.00 3.00 2.00
Engine specific impulse (sec) 3000.0 3000.0 3000.0 3000.0
Overall engine efficiency 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61
Modulation parameter 1.054 1.056 1.055 1.054
Maximum gimbal angle (degree) 20.5 20.6 20.5 20.0
Step increment (radian) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Table 3.4: Different sets of input values
Key: I 1.80 year pre-perihelion rendezvous
II 1.82 year post-perihelion rendezvous
III 4.00 year perihelion rendezvous
IV 6.24 year perihelion rendezvous
cated dynamically based on the convergence of the Taylor's series corresponding to
Eqs. (3.25)-(3.28) which govern the derivation of the power series in Eqs. (3.33)-(3.35).
3.6 Results
Four sets of results are presented here to illustrate the application of the model
for determining the transfer trajectories between the Earth and the short period
Comet Kopff, chosen as a rendezvous target by NASA for the 1995 CRAF mission. A
space vehicle, carrying an electric propulsion system, was assumed to depart from the
influence of the Earth's gravitational field and entered into the Sun's gravitational
influence at an angle corresponding to Comet Kopff's line of apsides, the line through
the pericenter of its orbit.
Using the data in Tables 3.1, and 3.4 as input to the model, the following results
were obtained, shown here in Table 3.5.
The corresponding trajectories of missions I-IV are plotted from Figures 3-3
through 3-6, as projections on to Earth's orbital plane. Figure 3-3 shows a direct
pre-perihelion transfer, while Figure 3-4 displays a direct post-perihelion transfer. A
pre-perihelion mission allows observations of the Comet's activity to be made at its
most active phase i.e. at pericenter passage shortly after rendezvous. On the other
Mission scenario II I II III IV
Max. power-to-mass ratio (W/kg) 12.324 11.330 6.165 4.108
Max. acceleration (ms -2 ) 0.00528 0.00470 0.00256 0.00170
Max. distance from Sun (AU) 1.89 1.72 2.60 3.11
Time-to-Rendezvous (year) 1.80 1.82 4.00 6.24
AV (km/s) 12.270 12.879 12.497 12.545
Table 3.5: Ouput parameters from the model
hand a post-perihelion mission reduces the technical difficulty that arises from poor
visibility of the Comet's surface and from the volatility of its physical state that are
typical of an active Comet. Figure 3-5 corresponds to an indirect transfer, one which
takes more than one revolution, with a flight duration of 4 years. Similarly Figure 3-6
shows another indirect transfer but with a flight duration of over 6 years.
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Chapter 4
Feasibility Analysis of An Ion
Propulsion System for Comet
Rendezvous
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a feasibility design study of an ion propulsion system for a
rendezvous mission to Comet Kopff. The mission scenario is based on the prospec-
tive Comet Rendezvous/Asteroid Flyby (CRAF) mission which has currently been
scheduled for launch in August 1995. The objective of the CRAF mission, as detailed
in the CRSWG 1 report, is to examine in close detail the chemical composition and
the physical formation of a short period comet throughout its various activity phases.
The Mariner Mark II class spacecraft to be used in the mission is being developed for
NASA by JPL. The spacecraft will follow a "AV-EGA" trajectory which is intended to
take it into the close vicinity of an asteroid named 449 Hamburga enroute to an aphe-
lion rendezvous with Kopff at 5.32 Astronomical Units. More detail on the mission
aspect of CRAF can be found in an article by David H. Collins and Sylvia L. Miller
1CRSWG stands for Comet Rendezvous Science Working Group which was formed to define the
scientific objectives and science rationale for the CRAF mission, select the comet target, develop a
science return strategy, and define a model science payload.
of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory [Collins, Miller; 1986]. Aspects of the trajectory
options for the Mariner Mark II have been documented in an article by D. S. Stetson
and M. R. Myers also of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory [Stetson, Myers; 1986].
In demonstrating the suitability of electric propulsion for interplanetary mission,
the following deviations from the CRAF mission scenario have been made:
1. The propulsion module of the Mariner Mark II spacecraft for CRAF will carry a
Galileo 400N bipropellant engine with two ellipsoidal tanks holding up to 4160
kg of fuel., This study, on the other hand, assumes an electric propulsion module
carrying a Kaufman-Hughes bombardment ion thruster which uses Xenon gas
as the propellant. A single spherical tank will be designed to scale appropriately
to the mass of propellant required for the mission.
2. Instead of the RTG/solar panel/battery combination for CRAF, a single solar
panel will be utilized to supply power for the propulsion module, the scientific
payload, and all other house-keeping devices.
3. In place of the AV-EGA trajectory designed for CRAF, the hypothetical solar
electric propulsion spacecraft (SEPS) will follow a low-thrust trajectory for a
direct transfer between the Earth's orbit and that of the Comet Kopff. In
addition, in compliance with the critical life limitation imposed by the current
developmental status of the ion engine, the time-to-rendezvous should be made
as short as possible. This implies that a choice of rendezvous at near-perihelion
would be made in place of the near-aphelion rendezvous proposed in CRAF.
Previous studies of SEPS for comet rendezvous missions have been focused pri-
marily on performance evaluation of different mission scenarios [Sacket et al.; 1979]
[Sauer; 1980]; and in particular, the identification of solar-electric-propulsion capa-
bility in terms of payload sensitivity to EOL array power and to arrival date. With
the exception of Carl Sauer's article on the "Application of Solar Electric Propul-
sion To Future Planetary Missions" [Sauer; 1987], all of the previous works used only
simplified assumptions of ion thruster performance that failed to incorporate the im-
plications of thruster system design on the mission level. By incorporating a more
sophisticated thruster model in the overall mission analysis, a more accurate assess-
ments of performance can be made. However unlike Sauer's analysis [Sauer; 1987] in
which the effective thrust force and the mass flow rate were used as variables in the
trajectory simulation program to account for the finer detail of thrust throttling and
staging, the present study will limit its scope, for the purpose of performing feasibil-
ity analysis, to constant specific impulse and efficiency. This assumption has in fact
been previously made in a similar study of comet rendezvous missions by Stuhlinger
and Dittberner [Stuhlinger et al.; 1979] who suggested that the thrusters for a given
mission be operated always at the same optimum voltage and that Kaufman-Hughes
thrusters operate with almost constant efficiency over a throttling range sufficient to
accommodate a power input variation by a factor of 2.5 to 5.
4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 Modeling Hierarchy -
Mission, System and Subsystem
The basis of the methodology lies in the use of an iterative procedure to generate
a set of design and operating parameters that are compatible at the mission level,
the system level, and the subsystem level. For each of the three levels, a model is
required to provide a means of describing the relationships between input and output
variables as well as to encapsulate assumptions made with respect to the choice or
simplification of operating conditions.
At the mission level, the trajectory simulation model described in Chapter 3 has
been used; its input and output variables being tabulated in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The
assumptions that went into developing the model determined in part the objective of
the comet rendezvous mission, and in part, the simplifications reflective of a design
paradigm that set out to discover what might be feasibly achieved.
At the system level, a commercially developed ion engine analysis model by Elec-
tric Propulsion Laboratory, Inc. of California has been used to facilitate propulsion
system analysis. Figure 4-1 shows schematically the major propulsion system ele-
ments assumed in the model. Many of the equations used to describe the mass of
system components were derived from scaling known ion engine system characteris-
tics that are conservative with no stringent demand on any one particular technology
level. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the input and output parameters of the model.
The assumptions included in the development of the ion engine model are as
follows2 :
1. The power system is not included in the model.
2. There is one power processor unit per engine. Passive thermal radiators are
assumed for power processor heat rejection. The thermal radiator mass is in-
cluded in the propulsion system structural mass and not in the power processor
mass projection.
3. No gimbals are used.
4. The ion engine propulsion system mass estimates do not include the propellant
tank and the tank supporting structure.
5. No contingency allowance is provided in the ion propulsion system estimates.
6. Demonstrated and conservative component technology levels are assumed.
7. For a given available spacecraft power, the propulsion systems are sized to use
the largest ion engines within the constraints imposed by the model. Such an
approach minimizes the number of ion engines required to process a given host
spacecraft available power level.
With respect to the first assumption, the power system mass, being an important
factor in the overall design study, has been included explicitly as a system parameter,
consisting primarily of the mass of the solar array, assumed to vary linearly with the
2This is based on the description in the manual of "SpaceDrive", Chapter 3.1, pp4-5 , an electric
propulsion software package developed by Electric Propulsion Laboratory, Inc. which includes the
ion engine system model.
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Figure 4-1: Schematic of a bombardment ion engine
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Table 4.1: System parameters: input variables
Output variables: propulsion system mass (kg) mp,
number of ion engines required Ne
engine system area (m2 ) Ae
power processor system area (m2 )  A,
flow system mass (kg) mf ,
structural mass (kg) m,
propulsion system mass flow (kg/sec.) rih
Table 4.2: System parameters: output variables.
available input power. By the same token, the mass of propellant and the mass of the
propellant tank, which are mentioned in the third and the fourth assumption have
also been accounted for in the overall scheme.
At the subsystem level, an adherence to the ion engine physical operating prin-
ciples is preferred to models based on empirical techniques [Byers, Rawlin; 1977]
[Byers; 1979]. This has been made possible by the appearance of basic models de-
scribing ion thrusters [Brophy; 1984]. As the basis for a subsystem model, a set of
ion engine equations have been developed along the line of the parametric approach
employed by Wilbur, Beattie and Hyman [Wilbur et al.; 1988] in their development of
a methodology which treats physical constraints of critical components as dependent
variables of operational parameters. The input and output variables to the subsystem
model are shown here in Tables 4.3 and 4.4.
Input variables: specific impulse (sec.) ISp
available spacecraft power (kW) Pinp
discharge loss (eV/ion) E
neutralizer coupling voltage (V) Vnc
discharge voltage (V) Vd
fundamental electric charge (C) e
Earth gravitational acceleration (ms -2 ) go
total engine propellant utilization 77,
total engine thrust loss factor 0
grid gap electric field stress (V/m) E
ion mass (kg) mi
power processor efficiency 17pp
grid span-to-gap ratio r
Table 4.3: Subsystem parameters: input variables
Output variables: thrust-to-power ratio (N/kW) II
propulsion system efficiency 7,ps
engine input power (kW) Pe
engine efficiency 7reng
engine thrust (N) F
beam current (A) Jb
beam voltage (V) Vb
total voltage (V) Vt
net-to-total voltage ratio R
total discharge current (A) Jd
beam diameter (m) Db
grid separation (m) 1,
screen hole diameter (m) d,
beam current per hole (A) jh
Table 4.4: Subsystem parameter: output variables
4.2.2 Ion Engine Equations
All the symbols and the corresponding units in this section are defined in Table 4.1
through 4.4.
Equivalent Total Discharge Current
Starting with the energy balance equation in the ionization chamber
Jb(E + Vd)
Jd =Vd (4.1)
Jb in the above expression can be substituted by + where Pb is the beam power
and Vb is the beam voltage. Alternatively Pb can be expressed in terms of the total
available input power
Pb Pinp 1pp 77e (4.2)
with qpp being the power processor efficiency and 77e being the electrical efficiency
defined as
le = (4.3)
V + Eb + Vnc
The beam voltage, Vb, can be related to the specific impulse by recognizing that
the specific impulse is defined by the thrust per unit weight flow rate of propellant
Isp = (4.4)
rhgo
that the thrust is given by the momentum equation
F = (miu,)(c9) (4.5)
and that the ion exhaust velocity is related to the the beam voltage through the
conservation of energy expression
Vb e = 2  (4.6)
where mi is the mass of the ion and e is the fundamental electronic charge.
In Eqn. (4.5) the product of the first bracketed term represents the flow rate of
thrust producing propellant and the second bracketed term represents the effective
jet velocity of the beam ions along the thrust axis, with 0 being defined as the thrust
loss factor. This term encapsulates the discrepancies arising from non-ideal behavior
such as the 3-dimensionality of the grid and the extraction of multiply charged ions.
Combining Eqs. (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) the desired expression for the beam voltage
in terms of specific impulse is obtained
Vb = 2 ) (4.7)
and this may be combined with Eqs. (4.1) through (4.3) to yield
SPinp rpp (E + Vd) (4.8)Jd (4.8)
Using Eqn. (4.8), the number of ion engines necessary to process the available
spacecraft power at the given specific impulse is determined by assuming a maximum
discharge current per engine:
Ne Jdma (4.9)Jd max
where Ne is the number of engines set to the next highest integer.
The input power to each engine can be determined from the power processor
efficiency and Eqn. (4.9):
Pinp 77pp
Pe= Ne (4.10)Ne
Ion Engine Efficiency
The ion engine efficiency is defined as the ratio of the actual jet power to the total
thruster power:
F(cO)
=eng g (c o) (4.11)S Jb(Vb + E + Vn)
where F is the engine thrust and 0 is the thrust loss factor.
Realizing that the beam power is equivalent to the theoretical jet power i.e.
JbVb = •i c2  (4.12)
and substituting the engine thrust F with Eqn. (4.5), we arrive at the following
expression for the ion engine efficiency:
,eng a2 1 + + (4.13)
Vb
Propulsion System Efficiency
With Eqn. (4.2) and Eqn. (4.13) the overall propulsion system efficiency is simply
defined as the product of the power processor efficiency, the electrical efficiency and
the ion engine efficiency, i.e.
17• = 7 pp Ye 77eng (4.14)
Ion Beam Current
The beam current can be derived most simply from the beam power and the beam
voltage of Eqn. (4.7).
Pb
Jb I 2 (4.15)
2e int po /
Rearranging in terms of the available input power with the use of Eqn. (4.2), it
becomes
(4.16)2 e 7•eng 77u Pinp
m, (I,8 go) 2
Engine Thrust
Recalling that the beam power is equivalent to the theoretical thrust, the engine
thrust can be derived simply as
Jb Vb (4.17)
and that the exit velocity can be expressed in terms of the specific impulse by com-
bining Eqn. (4.4) and (4.5).
= IpgOC - 77u ad (4.18)
Substituting for the beam voltage from Eqn. (4.7) and the exit velocity from
Eqn. (4.18) yields the final expression for the engine thrust.
F = Jb( ) I(,Pgo(i2 e 77U a (4.19)
The total propulsion system thrust is calculated from the equation:
Ftotal = Ne F (4.20)
and together with Eqn. (4.10), the ion engine thrust-to-power ratio
F Jb mi go Ip N(4.21)
Pe 2 e tr, Pinp 77pp
Once the thrust is determined, the mass flow rate of the engine follows from
S 77, c a
(4.22)
Maximum Current Density
The maximum current density capability is determined by space-charge limitations
which may be described approximately in one dimension by the Child-Langmuir law.
4cor 2e TýVjmax - -9 1 , qe (4.23)
VT denotes the total accelerating voltage while 0, and 7k, are the screen grid trans-
parency and the ion current enhancement factor respectively.
The beam area can be estimated from the beam current, the maximum space-
charge current and the flatness parameter which can be calculated for a given dis-
charge chamber using finite element technique [Arakawa, Wilbur; 1988].
Ab = (4.24)
]max Y
where T is the flatness parameter.
4.2.3 System Equations
The following empirical scaling relations are used to determine the system parameters.
They represent conservative extrapolation from existing engineering model of ion
engines that have been built and tested.
Ion Engine Mass
me = 17.307 + 7.0821n(Db) (4.25)
for 0.55 < R < 0.9 where R is the net-to-total voltage ratio, and
me = 1.1 [17.307 + 7.0821n(Db)] (4.26)
for 0.2 < R < 0.55
Power Processor Mass
mpp = 0.397 (Pe)0 .5 4 4 (4.27)
Ion Engine Array Area
A = Ne (2.65 D,2) (4.28)
Power Processor Array Area
= Ne (0.2277 Pe) (4.29)
Flow System Mass
mfs = 4.70 + 2.62 Ne (4.30)
where Ne is the number of engines.
Ion Engine Structural and Passive Thermal Radiator Mass
m, = 0.30 (Ne me) + 2.277 (Ne Pe) (4.31)
Ion Propulsion System Mass
(4.32)= Ne (mpp, + me) + m, + mf,,
Propellant Tank Mass
For a spherical pressurized noncryogenic tank [Byers et al.; 1979]:
mtk = PG () Pp (4.33)
where Mp is the propellant mass, X is the safety factor, S is the allowable stress, PP
is the internal tank pressure, G is the load factor, p, is the propellant density and Pt
is the propellant tank material density.
Solar Array Mass
msa = Pinp a (4.34)
where a is the specific mass.
EOL Mass
mf = mI + m,, + msa + mtk (4.35)
where ml is the mass of the payload.
Propellant Mass
AV
m, = mf(eiP -- 1) (4.36)
Rearranging the above equation in terms of EOL mass and then substituting it
in Eqn. (4.35) together with the mass of the propellant tank from Eqn. (4.33), we
obtain the following non-linear relationship for m,:
m, = (e -1)[Ki +K 2 m +K3 m pf ] (4.37)
where
AV
K 1 = mi + mp, + ma
K _ 3 G Pt
Numerical value of mp can be determined via successive substitution of Eqn. (4.37).
4.2.4 Physical Constraints
The above equations define the operating parameters and the system characteristics
of the required ion engine. In order to determine the design parameters for the ion
engine,the following assumptions are made:
1. The ion engine operates in a regime where the net-to-total voltage ratio, R, lies
between 0.20 and 0.90.
2. For R > 0.55, a two-grid ion accelerator system is assumed. For R < 0.55, a
three-grid accelerator is assumed.
3. Additional grid increases the engine mass by 10 %.
4. The grid gap electric field stress is constant at 2.66 x 10V/m as the grid gap
increases.
5. Screen hole diameter increases in a fixed ratio to grid spacing in order to ac-
commodate different ion engine specific impulse inputs.
6. Due to fabrication constraints, it is assumed that the screen and accelerator
grid span-to-gap ratio can be no greater than 550.
These assumptions are represented by the set of equations below:
Jg b_ 0.67D (4.38)() d2
() 4.833 x 10-22
VtH17 mm." (4.39)
Vt = V (4.40)
= 0.30 (4.41)
E - - 2.66 x 106 (4.42)
d
, 
< 1.9 x 10- 3  (4.43)
0.2 < R < 0.9 (4.44)
for beam diameter Db < 0.30 :
S
r =- < exp4. 793+5.058Db
for beam diameter Db > 0.30 :
S
r = - < 550 (4.45)G -
Db > 0.10 (4.46)
4.2.5 Iterative Procedure
The mission is not designed for optimum specific impulse, but rather to assume the
use of an advanced type of Kaufman thruster which operates at a specific impulse of
roughly 3000 seconds. The available input power from the solar array is assumed to be
constant throughout the mission. This is good enough assumption provided that the
spacecraft follows a minimum distance path; in other words, a perigee rendezvous as
proposed earlier in this chapter. Furthermore the mass of the solar array is assumed
to vary linearly with the maximum available spacecraft power, given by Eqn. (4.34).
Figure 4-2 shows schematically the operative procedure for determining the solu-
tion set.
The three free parameters, average power-to-spacecraft-mass ratio, specific im-
pulse, and the overall propulsion system efficiency, are first chosen as input variables
to the trajectory model. Upon adjusting for the appropriate modulation parameter
and the correct gimbal angle which produces a simulated rendezvous, the model com-
putes the corresponding maximum acceleration, the total AV, and the duration of
the simulated mission. These are then fed into the ion engine system analysis model,
together with a specified maximum available power, to generate operating and design
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Figure 4-2: Schematic flow diagram for CRAF mission-solar electric propulsion system
analysis
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parameters. With this set of values, the input parameters are re-computed, in par-
ticular, the power-to-spacecraft-mass ratio, the maximum acceleration of the space-
craft, and the overall propulsion system efficiency. The process is iterated until the
re-computed values match with the corresponding values chosen as input variables.
Upon obtaining consistent values from the system analysis model, the following
criteria is passed:
Mo amaz < Ne F
A feasible design implies that the maximum thrust generated by the engine is larger
than or equal to the maximum thrust required for the mission. If the above criteria is
not satisfied, the spacecraft power is increased and the system variables re-computed
through the system analysis model until a solution emerges; this would represent
the minimum power level to be processed by an ion engine capable to complete the
assigned mission at a given level of solar array technology given by a,, the specific
power.
4.3 Results
A feasibility profile has been generated for each of the four mission scenarios illustrated
in Chapter 3. This profile is based on variations in the solar array specific power;
a variable indicative of the levels of solar array technology. The specific power is of
ultimate importance to the design, since it determines the power level of the spacecraft
required to accomplish the mission, which, in turn, affects the trade-off between
increase in engine thrust and increase in the mass of the power plant. Figure 4-3
shows the variations of engine thrust and propulsion system mass at different values
of spacecraft power.
Based on the methodology outlined in the previous section (see Figure 4-2)3, we
derived a solution set for each of the mission scenarios evaluated at fixed values of
specific power. The results are shown in Figure 4-4 through Figure 4-7. Table 4-5
'A code was developed to perform the iterations depicted in Figure 4-2. A listing is included in
Appendix D.
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Figure 4-3: Sensitivity of ion engine performance with respect to spacecraft power
show the values that were assigned to some of the physical parameters of the ion
engine.
Table 4.6 is a mass summary of the spacecraft for the mission, but not including
the mass of the propulsion system, mass of the propellant tank, mass of the propellant
and mass of the solar array. The data given is based on the actual data proposed for
the CRAF mission [Collins, Miller; 1986].
It is most remarkable to see that all of the scenarios studied entail substantial
launch margins across the entire range of specific power values (50-200 W/kg). These
initial estimates indicate that a launch vehicle which has lower performance than
the Titan IV/Centaur G' could be enabled to perform the same missions but at
significantly reduced costs. It can further be observed in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-6
that the spacecraft power and the mass of the solar array decrease exponentially with
the solar array specific power. A trend which is more marked for direct trajectories
than for indirect trajectories. By far the greatest marginal benefit obtained from
improvement in solar array technology occurs at the range of 50-100 W/kg. For a
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Parameter/Property Symbol Dimension Value
discharge loss f e V/ion 150
neutralizer coupling
voltage V,, V 10
discharge voltage Vd V 28
electron charge e C 1.6 x 10-19
gravitational constant go m/s2  9.81
xenon propellant
utilization efficiency 77U 0.90
total thrust loss
factor 8 0.95
power processor
efficiency 77pp 0.90
ion beam flatness F. 0.50
ion current density
enhancement factor ke 1.0
screen grid transparency
to neutral atoms _ _ 0.7
Table 4.5: Engine parameters used in analysis
Mass Allocation Mass (kg)]
structure, cabling, devices
and purge subsystems 276.0
thermal control subsystems 92.8
attitude and articulation
control subsystems 83.5
command and data recorder subsystems 32.7
radio frequency and antenna
subsystems 25.0
power and pyrotechnic subsystems 50.3
science instrument subsystems 139.2
Total dry spacecraft 699.5
Spacecraft contingency and reserve 87.44
Total dry spacecraft allocation 786.93
launch vehicle to SEP adapter 206
adapter contingency 68.67
Total adapter allocation 274.67
Launch vehicle Titan IV/Centaur G'
Injection Capability 4690
Table 4.6: Mission mass summary
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Figure 4-4: Sensitivity of minimum required spacecraft power to variation in solar
array specific power
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Figure 4-5: Sensitivity of payload mass fraction to variation in solar array specific
power
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Figure 4-8: Variation of mass fractions with solar array specific power for a 1.8 year
pre-perihelion rendezvous mission
direct rendezvous trajectory, the minimum spacecraft power required dropped from
the range of 33-42 kW at 50 W/kg to 24-28 kW at 100 W/kg, beyond which no further
advances in solar array technology can substantially lower the spacecraft power. For
the pre-aphelion rendezvous Figure 4-8 shows the variation of mass fractions with
specific power in which the trade-off between the payload and the solar array can be
easily observed. The propellant mass ratio, which is seen here to be independent of
specific power, is perhaps not surprising because according to Eqn. (4.36), propellant
mass fraction varies only with mission AV and the exit velocity, both of which are
constant for a particular mission.
As mentioned earlier in the chapter, extended mission duration places a risk pre-
mium on the prolonged operation of electric propulsion systems which currently only
has approximately 16,000 hours of qualified testing. For this reason, which has been
a major perceptual stumbling block for electric propulsion advocates, we select the
pre-aphelion rendezvous, with a duration of 1.80 years, as the only plausible mission
Table 4.7: Values of system parameters designed for
to Comet Kopff using a solar-electric ion propulsion
the 1.8-year rendezvous mission
system
scenario to be considered at this moment. However the studies above have indicated
the substantial margin of benefits that could be realized if indirect trajectories with a
duration of 4-year or more were to be considered. This is a fact which perhaps could
substantiate the need for more extensive qualification testings.
Using an estimated specific power of 120 W/kg to reflect the technology of state-
of-the-art solar arrays, we present the following preliminary system design of the
propulsion module for a pre-aphelion rendezvous mission with Comet Kopff (see Ta-
ble 4.7 and 4.8).
4.4 Discussion
The analysis undertaken in chapter 3 and 4 together demonstrates the feasibility
of a solar-electric ion propulsion system for the CRAF mission. More importantly
we have shown that within our technical framework, electric propulsion does indeed
Parameters Symbols Units Value
total system thrust F N 1.07976
spacecraft power Pinp kW 26.00
thrust-to-power ratio II mN/kW 41.53
number of ion engines Ne 2
engine system area Ae m 2  1.54
power processor system
area AP, m 2  5.33
system mass flow rate ?h g/s 0.0367
flow system mass myf kg 9.94
system structural mass mS kg 61.81
propellant tank mass mtk kg 99.254
propellant mass mP kg 689.4
propulsion system mass mpS kg 229.88
solar array mass rnsa kg 216.667
BOL mass mo kg 2022.14
EOL mass mf kg 1332.74
propulsion system
efficiency 7ps, 0.61
ir -
--
engine input power PC kW 11.70
engine efficiency Yeng 0.678
engine thrust Fe N 0.540
thrust-to-power ratio He mN/kW 46.144
beam current Jb A 12.058
beam voltage Vb V 810.310
net-to-total voltage ratio R 0.310
discharge current Jd A 76.654
beam diameter Db cm 53.869
grid separation I, mm 0.983
screen hole diameter d, mm 3.276
beam current per hole jh mA 0.665
engine mass me kg 14.219
power processor mass mPP kg 64.846
Table 4.8: Values of engine parameters designed for
to Comet Kopff using a solar-electric ion propulsion
the 1.8-year rendezvous mission
system
perform better than the conventional chemical propulsion. Figure 4-7 quantifies the
performance advantage of the solar-electric ion propulsion system in terms of launch
margin, a corresponding measure of the mass savings as a result of substituting the
electric system for the chemical system. Those mass savings, when translated into
economic terms, represent dollar savings on fuel costs for the mission and on launch
costs for allowing a lower performance launch vehicle to be used instead4 . On the
other hand, if the overall mass of the spacecraft is to be kept the same, the additional
margin can increase the benefit of the mission, for instance, by enabling more scien-
tific instruments to be carried on board to perform more experiments, or by increasing
the power level available to the spacecraft with a larger solar array to achieve mul-
tiple mission objectives. Thus we can conclude at this point that convincing results
have shown electric propulsion to be both technically and economically advantageous
compared to chemical propulsion.
4 According to "Access To Space", Congressional Office of Technology Assessment, Chapter 1,p.13, 1989, a NASA and DOD spacecraft typically cost between $160,000 and $650,000 per pound.
II Parameters Symbols Units 11 Value
Chapter 5
Empirical Analysis of the National
Survey - With Focus on Present
Activities, Historical Patterns and
Future Perceptions
5.1 Introduction
Although, as we have proved, electric propulsion is practically achievable and eco-
nomically viable for CRAF, the question remains as to why it has not been adopted
for the planned mission'. Record of past published papers indicates that comet
rendezvous missions using electric propulsion was first studied and introduced in
1979 [Stuhlinger et al.; 1979] and was later assessed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) in 1980 and 1985 [Sauer; 1980] [Sauer; 1987] when the possibility of a NASA
sponsored comet rendezvous mission was looming. At first, studies of the CRAF mis-
sion using both electric propulsion and chemical propulsion went hand in hand. But
in 1989, NASA adopted a cost cutting measure and decided upon the use of chemical
propulsion instead of electric propulsion. This decision of NASA was forced upon
'CRAF has been approved of funding in 1990 with $30 million.
by the reduced level of funding that Congress was prepared to allocate to CRAF2 .
Congress' action, in turn, was triggered by a study conducted by the Office of Tech-
nology Assessment (OTA) on reducing costs of designing and building spacecrafts3 ,
in which a recommendation calling for spacecraft inheritance was put forth as a sug-
gestion to reduce total mission costs. The spacecraft that will be deployed for both
CRAF and Cassini, the Mariner Mark II 4 , uses spare parts from Galileo, Voyager and
is an inherited product of the family of Mariner spacecrafts stretching back almost
three decades. Needless to say, all the spacecrafts that Mariner Mark II inherited
from were designed for chemical propulsion systems.
Two important points have emerged here: first, implementation of electric propul-
sion, at least within the context of government institutions, is indirectly affected by
the federal budget process. A process which, when assigning priorities for funding,
is subjected not only to the posture of national space policy but also to other issues
among the national agenda; and second, short-term cost reduction measures seem to
be of paramount concern especially when the decision hinges on funding.
Building on the points emphasized above, we shall show, in this chapter, results
from our national survey of the electric propulsion community that would implicate
the fundamental impact of national space policy on the progress and development
of electric propulsion throughout the past three decades. In particular we shall con-
centrate on the following behavioral and structural aspects of the electric propulsion
community:
1. Present activities. What are most practitioners doing? How do they organize
their time? What are their major activities related to electric propulsion?
2. Historical patterns. How has the practitioners' working environment changed
2 Funding for CRAF was deferred by the Office of Management and Budget until FY 1990 due to
the budget deficit problem and only when NASA agreed to combine CRAF and Cassini (a Saturn
rendezvous mission) into a single program to cut total cost by $500 million to $1,600 million. Source:
Interaria Space Directory 1989-90, Interaria SA, 1989, p. 5 5
3U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, "Affordable Spacecraft: Design and Launch
Alternatives", OTA-BP-ISC-60, January 1990.
4It is estimated to cost around $400 million per mission. Source: Interaria Space Directory
1989-90, Interaria SA, 1989, p.74
over the years? How different were their responses to stimuli that might force
their entry into the community? How important did the practitioners' regard
various external barriers/opportunities in facilitating/inhibiting their entry into
the community?
3. Future Perceptions. What do the practitioners consider as important motives
that might conceivably force their exit from the electric propulsion community?
How do they perceive the future of electric propulsion with respect to the rate
of progress, technology adoption, and their own expectation?
Much information is contained in our analysis of the survey but not all of which
is relevant to the purpose of this thesis. However, for the sake of completeness, an
entire report on the preliminary findings has been included in Appendix E and the
reader is advised to refer to Appendix E for additional information.
5.2 Background
5.2.1 Planning and Designing
The planning and designing of the survey was conducted from July 1990 to September
1990. A mailing list of the target population for the survey was constructed during
this time, based primarily on a list of pre-registered participants in the 21st Interna-
tional Electric Propulsion Conference held in July 1990 which was obtained from the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA). A total of 120 partici-
pants were included in the pre-registered list. Additional authorship from individual
publication was also identified using proceedings of the 19th and 20th International
Electric Propulsion Conference documented in 1984 and 1988 respectively. The final
target population numbered 214 individuals with 3 more who requested additional
copies of the questionnaire subsequent to the mail date, bringing the total number of
questionnaires dispatched to 217.
The questionnaires were mailed on September 21, 1990. A follow-up letter was
mailed on October 5. Return questionnaires were received up until November 21,
Non-respondeni
Total = 217
Respondents
Figure 5-1: Electric propulsion survey response rate
1990, at which time the last of the data was entered into the data file and a system
file (using SYSTAT) was created to facilitate statistical analysis.
Over the two-month data collection period, a total of 114 individuals responded to
the survey (see Figure 5-1). This represents an effective rate of return of 58%, after
taking into account 20 of the 217 dispatched questionnaires that were undelivered
because of invalid addresses. Other factors which could have influenced the response
rate are:
1. the length of the questionnaires, which is long by most standards.
2. the coding of the questionnaires, which was necessary to facilitate the data entry
process.
3. no mention to the targeted individuals that the survey was not part of a spon-
sored project.
5.2.2 Perspectives for Empirical Analysis
Absense of the "Bandwagon" Phenomenon
The phase model of R&D community was introduced to identify the dichotomy be-
tween the "bootlegging" phase and the "bandwagon" phase. Through the time-series
analysis of respondents' entry into the field (see Figure 5-2 and 5-3), we concluded
that the "bandwagoning" effect had not taken place in the electric propulsion commu-
nity. Recall from chapter 1.3.2, one of the distinct features that marks the transition
into the "bandwagon" phase is the sharp increase in the level of entries, as depicted
in Figure 1-2 which shows a steep curve rising through the transition from phase I
to phase II and then tapering off as it progresses towards the transition from phase
II to phase III. Although Figure 5-2 displays sharp increases in 1962 and also from
1978 onward, it is also clear that there is no sustained increase in entries over time.
Hence we cannot qualify them as "bandwagon" effects.
If the phase model still holds true, we might then argue, from the time history of
respondents year of entry, that electric propulsion could either be in phase I or in phase
III (Figure 1-2) of the model. But two questions arise: Is electric propulsion still in
the prolonged stage of phase I development or has it undergone transformation from
phase I to phase III without exhibiting any "bandwagon" effect? At present there is
not yet enough understanding of the phase model theory to support either conclusion.
What we can conclude so far is that the "bootlegger-bandwagoner" dichotomy used
to dissect the population into the two groups [Rappa, Debackere; 1990] for empirical
analysis can no longer be applied here.
Institutional and Time Period Dichotomy
In the absence of hindsight, we decided to experiment at a first cut with two ap-
proaches. The first approach follows from the traditional line of examining differ-
ences and similarities among institutions. By dividing the respondents according to
their primary employment, we arbitrarily separate them into three aggregate groups
that are representative of the three social institutions: 1) academic; 2) industrial
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Figure 5-2: Respondents' year of entry into the field of electric propulsion
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and 3) government (see Figure 5-4). This approach was used in analyzing respon-
dents' current activities and future perceptions. For historical patterns, since what
we are interested in is time-dependent behavior, we devised a second approach which
is a time period dichotomy that segments the respondents into three distinct periods
based on their year of entry: 1) those who entered before 1970; 2) those who entered
between 1970 and 1979; and 3) those who entered after and including 1980 (see Fig-
ure 5-5). The choice of this particular division is somewhat intuitive. It is influenced,
on the one hand, by our allusion to the possibility of a connection between the fail-
ure of electric propulsion and NASA's funding patterns', and on the other hand, by
our observation of three apparent trends from the statistics on annual publication in
electric propulsion' (see Figure 1-1).
In addition to introducing the two dichotomies, we sought to maximize statistical
significance by collapsing the smaller subgroup into the larger subgroup. As a result,
the sector indicating consultant (Figure 5-4) has been merged into the government
sector since 3 cases are obviously not sufficient to produce meaningful results. The
collapse of consultants in the government sector is based on the knowledge that most
consultants support government contracts. Although they may not be constrained by
the same bureaucratic structure of government agencies, their activities, communal
pattern, entry decisions are most likely to be influenced by the same factors inherent
in government institutions.
Thus the final number of cases in each of the groups is, for the institutional
dichotomy: 39 in government; 36 in industrial; and 29 in academic, and for the time
period dichotomy: 21 in pre-1970; 16 in 1970-1979; and 74 in post-1979.
5.3 Present Activities
Analysis in this section uses the institutional dichotomy.
5 Chapter 1.1, p.10 and Chapter 5.1, p. 6 7
6 Chapter 1.1, p. 11
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Figure 5-4: Sectoral distribution of respondents by primary employment
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5.3.1 Involvement with Electric Propulsion
A number of questions tried to measure the respondents' involvement with electric
propulsion technology. Involvement was measured both objectively and subjectively
as a percentage of total time spent on electric propulsion, and as the importance of
electric propulsion in the respondents' overall research agenda. Figure 5-6 and 5-7
show that a general agreement exists across all three sectors and that the majority of
respondents regard electric propulsion as a major issue but not the only one among
their research agenda. The bulk of them devote over 75% of their total time devoted
to electric propulsion, though between 10% to 20% in the academia and industry
spend less than 10% of their total time.
In addition respondents were also asked to indicate qualitatively the partitioning
of their time into various functions that include supervision, communication, teaching,
development, research and fund raising. A scale of 1 to 7 was used with 1 indicating
minimal time spent and 7 indicating most or all the time spent. Figure 5-8 shows
conducting research to be the dominant activity for respondents in all three sectors.
The difference in their mean values is significant; with a probability factor p<0.034
based on the one-factor ANOVA 7 test.
Significant difference is also shown in teaching (p<.087) in which people in the
academia appear to spend more time than people in either the industry or the gov-
ernment. With respect to communication, people in the industry allocate more time
than their counterparts in academia and government.
5.3.2 Nature of Tasks
The extent of the respondents' responses to the nature of their work was examined in
the context that classifies work into basic research, applied research and development.
Figure 5-9, 5-10 and 5-11 show the extent to which respondents in the three sectors
characterize the nature of their current activities.
7One-factor ANOVA is a statistical test which performs analysis of variance on the mean values
to determine if they differ significantly.
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Figure 5-6: Distribution of respondents' involvement in electric propulsion
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Figure 5-7: Distribution of respondents' time spent on electric propulsion as a per-
centage of their research agenda
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Figure 5-8: Respondents' allocation of time with respect to different activities related
to electric propulsion
By collapsing those responses with a score of 5 or higher into one single group and
disregarding those with a score less than 5 (i.e. a score of 6 in Basic Research would
count the person as one who engages in Basic Research while the same person who
scores a 2 in Applied Research would not be counted as one in Applied Research), we
can see from Figure 5-12 that academics are inclined towards Basic Research while
industrials favor Development. The government sector shows the largest percentage
effort devoted to Applied Research among the three sectors.
Distributions in terms of specialties were also examined (see Figure 5-13). In
the process of data entry, it was found that most respondents were involved in more
than one specialty areas, implying that one who engages most of his/her time in,
for instance basic research, could at the same time be devoting part of the time to
applied research or development. Figure 5-12 helps in a way to pinpoint the overall
tendency of respondents' major involvement.
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Figure 5-9: Extent to which respondents' activities can be characterized as Basic
Research
5.4 Historical Patterns
In this section we will depart from the institutional dichotomy and focus on the three
different periods at which respondents reported to have entered the field, as explained
in section 5.2.2. The three periods are: 1) before 1970; 2) from 1970 to 1979; and 3)
after 1979. This section presents findings of the survey from the following angles:
1. the respondents' environment (working relationships with peers and supervi-
sors);
2. different stimuli which might force one's entry into the community;
3. external barriers/opportunities that facilitated/inhibited entry into the commu-
nity.
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Figure 5-10: Extent to which respondents' activities can be characterized as Applied
Research
5.4.1 Environment
No significant difference could be detected between the three periods as to whether
they had a supervisor at the moment of their entry into the community. Only a
minority did not have a supervisor in all three stages (see Figure 5-14).
Next we examine supervisors' attitudes for the three groups. Again we see that
supervisors were generally aware of the respondents' activities and this is true for
all three groups (see Figure 5-15). In terms of encouragement received from the
supervisors, we detect a significant difference. Those who entered before 1970 and
after 1979 have more encouraging supervisors than those who entered in between 1970
and 1979.
Similar results were obtained when comparing attitudes of peers (Figure 5-16).
Colleagues in the pre-1970 phase are more aware of the respondents' electric propul-
sion activities, and are also more encouraging towards them. This is true regardless
of whether the colleagues belonged to the same or to other organizations as the re-
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Figure 5-12: Sectoral comparison of the nature of respondents' activities
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Figure 5-14: Distribution of respondents having (or not having) a supervisor at the
time of entry
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spondents.
These results suggest that the environment that the respondents faced during their
time of entry varies in relation to the state of the field in terms of progress, potential,
and level of activities. On this account we might conclude that the environment was
more encouraging for new entrants in the pre 1970 and post-1979 periods and more
hostile in the period of 1970 to 1979, implying that expectations were probably the
greatest in the pre-1970 and post 1979 periods and the lowest in 1970 to 1979.
5.4.2 Entry Barriers and Facilitators
Just as economic barriers and opportunities exist for industrial firms in competitive
businesses; the same applies to those who sought to enter into a particular community.
There are as we have already seen previously, varying degree of hostility in the general
environment that could either encourage or deter new entrants. The factors which
contribute to the makeup of the environment are the subject of this section.
We have listed the following as possible potential barriers and before asking the
respondents for the influence that each of those parameters had on his/her decision
to enter the community, we first asked them to indicate the perceived magnitude of
these requirements.
1. Monetary requirements. (Figure 5-17)
2. the size and the growth rate of electric propulsion. (Figure 5-18)
3. Technical status of the field i.e. intellectual requirements. (Figure 5-19)
The monetary requirements to enter the field are not significant among the differ-
ent periods. Overall speaking they are perceived to be only moderate in magnitude.
The size and the rate of growth of the field are also not significantly different among
the three periods. However it can be observed that the rate of growth is the highest
and the size of the field the smallest in the pre-1970 period while the reverse is true
for the 1970-1979 period. This apparent contradiction in the characteristics of the
two periods could perhaps be explained in terms of the momentum that was being
monetary requirement to work
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Figure 5-17: Monetary requirements and the extent of their influence on the respon-
dents at time of entry
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Figure 5-19: Technical status of the field at respondents' time of entry
carried forward from the pre-1970 phase into the 1970-1979 phase. The promises and
progress that were achieved prior to 1970 must have been strong enough to offset the
adverse environment or the declining growth of the field in between 1970 to 1979 so
that many researchers and developers were reluctant to leave. The modest growth in
the size of the field must have meant that new entrants were still being attracted to
the field despite the contrary common sense expectations.
In terms of the intellectual requirements, the three periods are more distinct.
We can see that at the early stage of the field (pre-1970), the questions were more
exploratory in nature, were conceptually more difficult and were less well-defined.
As time progressed (1970-1979), we can see that the level of difficulty decreased,
researchers were more certain of what the problems were and how they might be
solved. The maturity of the field also increased as the feasibility and operational
readiness of electric propulsion systems became more and more apparent. These
trends continued to move in this direction as the field emerged through the most
recent period (post-1979).
In a further step, we will combine the respondents' perceptions of the entry barriers
with the influence they exerted on the respondents' entry decision. The extent of the
influence was scored on a scale of 1 to 7 with 1 indicating almost no influence and 7
indicating a great deal of influence.
Monetary requirements, size of the field and the rate of growth of the field all exert
only small amount of influence on our respondents' entry decisions. The difference
between their mean scores are not significant but it is interesting to note that the
group 1970-1.979 scores consistently lower than either the pre-1970 or the post-1979
groups. If by deducing from Figure 1-1 and 5-18 that the community in 1970-1979
indeed experienced a period of very small or declining growth, then since decision to
enter a field usually correlates directly with factors such as rate of growth, a positive
flow of entrants in a field with declining rate of growth must surely suggest that other
factors must be at play in influencing those who enter in this period, or as we rightly
observe the declining influence of the rate of growth on those among the 1970 to 1979
group.
5.4.3 Stimuli to Enter the Community
The respondents were asked to rank a series of factors in accordance with how impor-
tant they view them when making the decision on entering the community. Further-
more in understanding whether implementation of a technology is ever in the mind of
those who first entered into a community, we asked them to rank four factors which
we believe to be crucial issues for implementation.
Figure 5-20 summarizes the responses to the list of entry stimuli. Several similar-
ities can be drawn from comparing responses in the three periods:
1. Intellectual compellingness is the dominant factor in all three periods.
2. Commercial opportunity is the least important factor of all.
3. Respondents in the pre-1970 and post-1979 periods exert similar decision pat-
tern.
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interest of industrial firms
intellectual compellingness
interest in funding agencies
positive opinions about EP
dissatisfy with previous work
commercial opportunity
potential for recognition
decision of peers to work on EP
potential for financial reward
increased credibility of EP
availability of funding in EP
job opportunity in EP
lack of other topics to work
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Figure 5-20: Comparison of responses to entry stimuli
In addition to the similarities, several differences can also be observed:
1. Respondents in the 1970 to 1979 period score consistently less in most of the
major factors. These positive stimuli seem to exert less of an effect on this
group than on the pre-1970 or the post-1979 groups.
2. With regard to the positive opinions about electric propulsion, this factor was
far more important for the pre-1970 group than for either the 1970-1979 or the
post-1979 groups.
3. Decision of peers to work in electric propulsion also seems to be more important
for the pre-1970 group than either the 1970-1979 or the post-1979 groups.
4. In terms of credibility and potential for financial reward, they were again the
most important for the pre-1970 group, followed by the post-1979 group, and
the least important for the 1970-1979 group.
In summary intellectual compellingness is the dominant factor underlying respon-
readiness
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Figure 5-21: Comparison of implementation issues as entry decision stimuli
dents' entry decisions. Respondents who enter in the 1970 to 1979 period were the
least susceptible to the influence of the positive stimuli. On the other hand respon-
dents who enter before 1970 and after 1979 were more prone to these stimuli.
Next we examine the responses to consideration of implementation (Figure 5-21).
We can see that pre-1970 and post-1979 groups were more concerned about uses
of the technology as reflected by their higher mean scores on benefits and utility as
compared to the 1970-1979 group. Only as the technology became more mature did
people begin to be concerned with the readiness of the technology, as shown by the
increased importance that the post-1979 group placed on readiness.
5.4.4 Funding Sources
The distribution of funding sources over time are examined. Figure 5-22 shows that
NASA has always been the dominant funding agency to support work in electric
propulsion, followed by respondents' own organization and government defense agency
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Figure 5-22: Historical comparison of the distribution of funding sources
- the Air Force. The pattern does not differ significantly for the three periods. This
shows that the electric propulsion community is very much dependent on the support
from NASA and the Air Force for their work. Leadership on the part of these two
agencies must have played a very important role in the overall development of electric
propulsion.
5.5 Future Perceptions
A final section of the questionnaire inquired about different motives that might con-
ceivably force a respondent's exit from the electric propulsion community. Their
perception to the future of the field with respect to their expectation, rate of progress
and eventual adoption of their technology are believed to be fundamental in under-
standing the behavior of the community as a whole. This section is analyzed based
on the institutional dichotomy.
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Figure 5-23: Respondents' current expectations regarding the future potential of EP
and their perception of the current rate of progress in EP
5.5.1 Current Expectations and Rate of Progress
When asked whether current expectations are overestimating or underestimating the
future potential of electric propulsion, respondents' from all three sectors gave more
or less unanimous answers, i.e. about 80% agree that current expectations adequately
reflect the future potential of the technology (Figure 5-23). When they are further
asked to estimate the current rate of progress in the field, over 95% of the respondents
agree that it is either very slow or moderate (Figure 5-23).
This seems to suggest that the progress researchers expect themselves to be able
to make is less than the progress that is actually being made. Yet if their expectations
can accurately account for the future potential of the technology then one or more
of the following consequences may appear: 1) people are frustrated by the lack of
progress but yet are willing to wait for a definite period of time to see if the current
perception barrier can be overcome; 2) funding allocation is dependent on demon-
strated progress which implies that a lack of progress would diminish the resources
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to support future progress, thus negatively reinforcing the growth of the field and
widening the expectation progress gap; 3) if the field continues to suffer beyond the
period in which people are willing to wait and see, an eventual exodus may occur and
the field would face remission.
In order to find out how long respondents are willing to remain in electric propul-
sion if its current rate of progress persists, they were asked to indicate that length
of time both for themselves and for the organizations whom they represent. It is
very interesting to note that about half of the respondents say that they will remain
personally for a period of 5 years or less and the other half say that they will remain
for 5 years or more (see Figure 5-24). Approximately 20% would remain for 10 years
or more. No significant differences are found among the three sectors. As for the
respondents' organizations (see Figure 5-25), the government sector seems to be more
persistent in its dedication to electric propulsion than either the industrial or the aca-
demic sector, as indicated by over 80% of the respondents in the government sector
declaring that their organization would be likely to remain for 10 years or more. This
is perhaps not surprising since government agency such as NASA and the Air Force
are likely to maintain a small research team even when the particular technology in
question is not advancing rapidly. The inertia and difficulty in terminations are also
possible reasons.
A series of factors were put forward to the respondents in an attempt to elicit their
subjective judgment on each of the factors in diminishing their interest in working on
electric propulsion in the future. Each of the factors was given a scale of 1 to 7 with
1 indicating that the factor is not at all important and 7 indicating that the factor
is very important. As shown in Figure 5-26, lack of funding seems to be the most
influential issue, followed by diminishing intellectual interest, personal dissatisfaction
and discontinuance of electric propulsion activities.
Finally the respondents were asked to rank the factors which we suggested could
be important in affecting the wide-spread implementation of electric propulsion tech-
nology and thereby bring the technology to realize its full potential. The results,
shown in Figure 5-27, shows an overwhelming agreement in all three sectors about
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Figure 5-26: Factors in diminishing respondents' interest in working in EP
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Figure 5-27: Factors in influencing the wide-spread implementation of electric propul-
sion
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the importance of almost all of the factors suggested. In particular, breakthrough in
space power generation technology, compulsive mission opportunities and leadership
from NASA are considered to be the most important of all.
5.6 Summary
The foregoing analysis has revealed some fundamental evolutionary nature of electric
propulsion. In this section, we shall outline the conclusions that can be drawn and
provide the empirical evidence that can support them.
5.6.1 Present Activities
* Most practitioners in the field find their roots in different departments within
their organization and only conduct electric propulsion activities as part of their
work agenda. Their activities within electric propulsion is also very diverse.
Evidence:
1. The majority of practitioners view electric propulsion as their major inter-
est but not the only interest.
2. They spend less than 100% of their total work time on electric propulsion.
3. The number of people directly working on electric propulsion in depart-
ment/laboratory is much less than the total number of people working in
department/laboratory s .
4. Most practitioners tend to be involved in more than a single specialized
area and their activities can span basic research, applied research as well
as development.
* Electric propulsion is a complex technology but the field as a whole is well-
defined. There is an inclination toward effort in the practical application of the
technology.
8See Research Team Constitution, Appendix E.
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Evidence:
1. The field is diverse in terms of its disciplinary nature. Although the major-
ity have background in aerospace engineering, mechanical engineering and
physics, the distribution of the target population as a whole spans across
all engineering and science disciplines9 .
2. There are many areas of specialization in electric propulsion. Some of the
more popular ones include electric propulsion systems, mission studies and
various designs and testings of propulsive devices.
3. 74% of the practitioners' electric propulsion activities can be characterized
as either applied research or development compared to 26% of those that
can be characterized as basic research.
5.6.2 Historical Patterns
* The working environment in the pre-1970 and post-1979 periods were, in gen-
eral, more friendly and encouraging than the period in between 1970 to 1979.
This was more so in the pre-1970 period than in the post-1979 period.
Evidence:
1. The extent of awareness and encouragement from supervisors and peers, as
expressed by the respondents who enter within these three periods, reflect
the stated trend.
2. Results show that the following entry stimuli are much more important for
respondents who entered in the pre-1970 and post-1979 periods than for
those who entered in the 1970-1979 period: decision of supervisor to work
in electric propulsion, positive opinions about electric propulsion, decision
of peers to work on electric propulsion, availability of funding in electric
propulsion, job opportunity in electric propulsion, and the potential for
financial reward.
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9See Level of Education, Appendia E.
* The prospects and the rate of progress in electric propulsion were greater in the
pre-1970 and post-1979 periods than in the 1970-1979 period.
Evidence:
1. The growth of the field, as perceived by the respondents.
2. The degree of importance of the following as entry stimuli: interest of
industrial firms, interest in funding agencies, increased credibility, and the
potential for recognition.
3. The rate of increase in the number of papers published annually in electric
propulsion. (see Figure 1-1)
* Although the technical status of electric propulsion has changed from a purely
exploratory state (pre-1970) to one whose research questions are becoming in-
creasing well-defined and whose technology are becoming increasingly operational
(post-1979), intellectual compellingness has remained the same throughout the
years as the dominant factor in motivating people to work in the field.
Evidence:
1. Respondents indicate the following trends in the change of the technical
status of the field over the different time periods: decrease in the conceptual
difficulty of the field, increase in the maturity of the field, increase in the
practical feasibility of the field.
2. The motivation of intellectual compellingness as an entry condition is the
strongest across all three periods.
* Development of the field are strongly tied with the funding patterns of govern-
ment agencies.
Evidence:
1. The government space agency together with the government defense agency
account for the majority of the funding sources. Although their absolute
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magnitudes has changed over the different time periods, their relative mag-
nitudes has remained the same.
5.6.3 Future Perceptions
* The future growth of electric propulsion is uncertain.
Evidence:
1. Although current expectations adequately reflect the future potential of
electric propulsion, the rate of current progress is found to lag behind the
current expectations.
2. The majority of practitioners expect to stay in electric propulsion for less
than 5 years, given that the current rate of progress persists in the field.
* The future growth of electric propulsion is contingent upon the leaderships from
NASA and the Air Force that come in the form of financial support and the
desire to develop the field.
Evidence:
1. Practitioners' intention of stay are greatly influenced by the following fac-
tors: lack of intellectual satisfaction, lack of funding, discontinuance of
electric propulsion activities and loss of credibility.
2. Major financial support for electric propulsion activities comes from NASA
and the Air Force.
3. The importance of the following factors in influencing the wide-spread
implementation of electric propulsion: leadership from NASA, leadership
from Air Force, compulsive mission opportunities, breakthrough in devel-
oping high thrust devices, breakthrough in space power generation, and
the stimulation of commercial development.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
Electric propulsion has emerged from the stage (pre-1970) when much research ef-
fort was still devoted to understanding underlying physical phenomena to the stage
(1970-1979 and post-1979) when at least two areas (electrostatic and electrothermal
propulsion) are completely understood. Thus much of the current effort and concern
goes into the implementation of these mature technologies. The outlook for the future
is uncertain and if the past is any indication for the future then the uneven progress
in the past must call for concern. In general we have observed three periods of vary-
ing growth: 1) pre-1970 - a promising era, fast growing; 2) 1970-1979 - stagnant or
declining growth, unfavorable environment for practitioners in the field; 3) post 1979
- more promising outlook, renewed interest. These varying rates of progress in the
past can be attributed to three powerful external factors:
1. Strong dependence on space power generation.
2. Lack of compulsive mission opportunities for the use of electric propulsion.
3. Lack of emphasis on the part of NASA who is the chief financial supporter for
space technology and research of which electric propulsion is a part.
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6.1 Impact of National Space Policy on the
Development of Electric Propulsion
These factors, however, are not the sources but rather the symptoms of the general
failure in the nation's space policy over the past two decades. As we have discussed
briefly in the introduction of chapter 4, commitment of federal resources and NASA's
effort to specific projects are subjected to political scrutiny. NASA's decision to back
up the Shuttle project in the early 1970s was a political decision, driven by its desire
to sustain the massive organization structure that was built up during the Apollo
era and by the contraction in the level of funding that it was to receive under the
Nixon administration'. The Shuttle program, estimated in 1972 to cost $6.2 billion
to develop and to test, ended up costing $30 billion in 1984 dollars from 1970 to 1985.
In a typical year (say 1982) $2.2 billion, which represented about 1% of the national
defense budget, were spent on the Shuttle [Villarreal; 1985].
The engagement of the Space Shuttle program from 1972 onwards led to the
sacrifices of many areas of space activities. Propulsion technology development, for
example, shifted from a broad-based set of activities and facilities to a very narrow
focus on Space Shuttle Main Engine development. No other significantly advanced
propulsion technologies have been seriously studied in the United States for the past
twenty-five years. The development of electric propulsion was very much affected
as a result. In 1982 political impetus again provided the change when President
Ronald Reagan announced his intention to develop the Strategic Defense Initiative
(SDI) as the nation's defense against nuclear strikes. The requirement of very high
power supply in space for SDI revived the development of the nuclear space reactor
program which was canceled in 1973 after 18 years. A new wave of interest in electric
propulsion was created as a result of the promise of high power supply in space.
The following two cases serve to illustrate the effects of the two major national
1In March 1970, President Nixon made it clear that, while he favored a continuing active space
program, funding on the order of Apollo was not in the cards. Source: Report of the Presidential
Commission on the Space Shuttle Challenger Accident, p.2
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decisions on the overall development of electric propulsion. The first case concerns the
nuclear space reactor development program that was initiated in 1955 and terminated
in 1973 because of funding shortage due to NASA's sole commitment on the Shuttle
program. The second case concerns the revival of the interest in electric propulsion
and space power generation in the 1980s following the effort of the SDI program.
6.1.1 Case 1: The Nuclear Space Reactor Development
Program (1955-1973)
The U.S. conducted an extensive space reactor development program in 1955-1973.
The effort was to develop nuclear power sources which can be utilized safely in space.
The evaluation of nuclear space power was subjected to the political process. All space
nuclear power systems are reviewed by the Interagency Nuclear Safety Review Panel
(INSRP). INSRP independently reviews the safety of space nuclear power systems
and submits a report to the agency directors for review and approval. The approval
sequence ultimately ends in the office of the President [Jones, Scott-Monck; 1985].
All space reactor work was stopped in January 1973 due to the lack of clearly defined
missions. In 1973-1979, only a small amount of nuclear power system work was
conducted compared to the pre-1973 period. Table 6.1 summarizes the principal
space reactor programs [Boudreau, Buden; 1982]. It is interesting to note that most
of these major programs were initiated in late 50s, early 60's and terminated in the
early 70s. Our observation of the level of efforts in the field through the time period
dichotomy seems to suggest a logical connection between empirical evidence and the
historical status of the nuclear space reactor development program. Thus the nation's
major effort in developing high power supply in space had direct influence upon the
rate of progress as well as other structural and behavioral aspects of the electric
propulsion community.
An example to illustrate the impact of the termination of the program is the
Direct Nuclear Propulsion Development Program (ROVER). This program which
was begun in 1950 and ended in 1973 cost nearly 1.5 billion dollars expended over
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a 20-year period [Koenig; 1986]. It culminated in 20 full-scale engine tests at the
Nevada Test Site. The program was declared a complete technical success, having
accumulated 879 minutes of test time above 1 MegaWatt and 255 minutes at much
higher power levels [Layton et al.; 1982]. The termination was due to economic prob-
lems and the absence of hard mission requirements. The total cost of all the nuclear
power and propulsion programs shown in Table 6.1 amounted to over 3 billion dollars
[National Research Council; 1987].
When these and other similar propulsion programs were terminated, much of the
technology base was lost. Abrupt termination left the documentation of the status
of the technology incomplete. In addition, much of the capability and knowledge
required to succeed in such propulsion programs resides in the minds of individual
scientists and engineers that were not easily retrievable. Between the termination of
the propulsion R&D program and today, many of the facilities that would be required
for technology development for advanced engines have been either closed down or are
now in use for other purposes. To reinvigorate the R&D capability would mean
restoring or rebuilding many of the major testing facilities, and to recapturing the
lost technical and institutional infrastructure.
6.1.2 Case 2: Air Force Forecast II program and NASA's
SP-100 (1983-Present)
The renewed interest in the 1980s, or at least in the second half of 1980s, led to
the initiation of the Air Force Forecast II program and NASA's SP-100 program
[National Research Council; 1987]. Air Force Command decided to restart a Direct
Nuclear Propulsion program in 1987 similar to ROVER program referred to in Ta-
ble 6.1. The initial goals of this program are to develop high specific impulse, high
thrust and low-weight propulsion system options for engine ground testing by 1992.
The Air Force's interest is in the application of direct nuclear propulsion for orbital
transfer vehicles (OTVs), fast launch interceptors and upper stage intercontinental
ballistic missiles (ICBMs). NASA supports the SP-100 program in power supply
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technology ground demonstration that also can apply to Strategic Defense Initiative
(SDI) nuclear-electric propulsion missions. The major goal is to develop technol-
ogy and system concepts for a nominal 100 kilowatts space nuclear power system.
Communications, radar, and a growth space station are viewed as the most likely
first users. Safety is a paramount issue within SP-100, program policy mandates
that in any launch attempt, the SP-100 system should be at subcritical (cold) state
throughout the launch and that it may only be placed in nuclear safe orbits where
the natural decay time of the orbit due to atmospheric drag is long enough to allow
the reactor radioactivity to diminish to safe level before re-entry. The ground rule
that has been adopted for the SP-100 nuclear-electric propulsion flight demonstra-
tion in the 1990s is to utilize thruster technology that has low risk and that has been
demonstrated in the past. The most likely candidate will be the arcjets, a form of
electrothermal propulsion developed in the 1960s [National Research Council; 1987]
[Jones, Scott-Monck; 1985].
6.2 Impact of Corporate Policy on the
Development of Electric Propulsion
An equally profound way through which national space policy has affected the devel-
opment of electric propulsion, in particular commercial development, is its influence
on the long range corporate policies of aerospace companies. Traditionally aerospace
firms receive 80% of all government R&D funding that goes to industry2 . Since gov-
ernment is not only a big investor but also a big buyer, aerospace companies rely not
only on the government for financial support but they also look upon government's
funding patterns as indicators of which technological innovations to pursue. The re-
sult is the breeding of a risk averse corporate culture across the space industry with
respect to private spending on developing new technologies [Gold; 1990].
In parallel with government's influence on corporate policies, an equally important
2 Source: Congressional Budget Office, "Using Federal R&D to Promote Commercial Innovation",
April/1988, p.41.
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factor that contributes to the risk averse behavior comes from the practice of modern
management principles in general. American managers, at least for the last three
decades, have become increasingly reliant upon principles of short-term cost reduction
rather than long-term development of technological competitiveness. In the past,
American managers earned worldwide respect for their carefully planned yet highly
aggressive action across three different time frames:
1. Short term - using existing assets as efficiently as possible.
2. Medium term - replacing labor and other scarce resources with capital equip-
ment.
3. Long term - developing new products and processes that open new markets or
restructure old ones.
The first of these time frames demanded toughness, determination, and close
attention to detail; the second, capital and the willingness to take sizable finan-
cial risks; and the third, imagination and a certain amount of technological dar-
ing. Although in general American managers are still very competent in improving
short-term efficiency, their abilities for entrepreneurial imagination and willingness to
make risky long-term competitive investments are eroding. As one observer remarked
[Hayes, Abernathy; 1980]:
The U.S. companies in my industry act like banks. All they are inter-
ested in is return on investment and getting their money back...
We mentioned earlier that several respondents to our survey have sent in personal
notes commenting on the question when we asked how current debate or controversy
have affected the progress and development in electric propulsion. Their responses
were those of disappointment from their own encounters with managers in their own
organization: short-sightedness and focus on short-term returns. No matter how
attractive a project appeared to be, it could be shot down if the returns did not
measure up against the level acceptable to the managers and met the corporate goal.
Indeed most incentive systems in American corporate structures hinge on measures
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on the return on investment (ROI) that has a time scale of roughly 3 to 5 years
at most. Individual bonus payments and the allocation of corporate resources both
depend on meeting pre-determined ROI goals.
There have been suggestions in the business literature as to why American man-
agers have come to adopt this particular mindset. A notable mention is the article
published by Robert Hayes and William Abernathy in the Harvard Business Review
entitled Managing our way to economic decline [Hayes, Abernathy; 1980]. It argued
that during the past three decades, American managers have increasingly relied on
principles which prize analytical detachment and methodological elegance over in-
sight, based on experience, into the subtleties and complexities of strategic decisions.
As a result, maximum short-term financial returns have become the overriding criteria
for many companies.
The following case illustrates an incidence that occurred in the space industry
concerning the adoption of electric propulsion on commercial telecommunications
satellites. Unfortunately we cannot disclose the full details of this incidence due
to confidentiality but through the general description, the connection of managerial
decision-making with its impact on the development of electric propulsion will be
clear.
6.2.1 Case 3: Satellite Manufacturer versus Telecommuni-
cations Service Provider (1987-1988)
In the past proponents of electric propulsion have been focusing on the benefits of
electric propulsion in formulating their argument for the implementation of the tech-
nologies. Benefits in terms of mass savings, such as those described in chapter 4,
come in the form of savings in the recurring costs on a mission to mission basis, in
other words the operating costs. Opponents of electric propulsion on the other hand
are skeptical about the reliability of electric propulsion technologies and the contam-
ination problem in space3 . Continual refinement in improving component technology
Sions expelled from the engine may contaminate on-board instruments electromagnetically.
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has led to at least two forms of electric propulsion, the low-power electrostatic and
electrothermal thrusters to be well-proven technology. Recent deployment of the ion
thrusters on Japanese Engineering Testing Vehicles (ETVs) helped to bolster up the
confidence of those who remained skeptical.
As the reality of implementing electric propulsion becomes more and more im-
minent, a different kind of hurdle emerges. Through a recent interview with a key
participant in a satellite project involving a telecommunications organization and a
satellite manufacturing company that considered using ion propulsion system on the
satellites for stationkeeping, we have obtained evidence to believe that the focus on
the issue of costs shifts from considering the returns on operation to returns on in-
vestment. Investment on developing the production facilities and redesigning and
manufacturing spacecrafts compatible with electric propulsion system, unfortunately
proved to be to much in the eyes of top management to justify the recursive savings
on launching their satellites and of bearing the uncertainties of a new technology
at the same time. The project was a technical success, the satellite manufacturing
company has the proven technology that convinced both technical management (con-
sists of technical directors) and general management (consists of board of directors,
chief executive and financial officers) and both companies worked together to develop
a realistic proposal. Upon the completion of the proposal, top management in the
telecommunications organization reconsidered the matter and found that they were
reluctant to bear the full cost of development incurred by the shift to the electric
propulsion system. Negotiation with the satellite manufacturer attempted to work
out a strategy whereby they would both share the burden of the development cost
since after all much of the production facilities and the experience of producing com-
mercially the ion propulsion system would be retained by the satellite manufacturer.
The deal finally failed because neither party was willing to accept any part of that
burden.
What led the two companies to refrain from bearing the initial investment? Cer-
tainly there were ample reasons to believe that recurring savings in the future should
eventually balance and outgrow these sunk investments. It is not too much to assume
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for satellite manufacturers and telecommunications service providers that there will
be continual demand for satellites because old ones will need to be replaced and new
ones will have to be built to cater to fresh demands. This is especially true for the
satellite manufacturer, where the propulsion technology is a generic technology in the
sense that it is applicable not only to communication satellites but to any other satel-
lites or spacecrafts for which electric propulsion is suited, though the former has more
immediate commercial value. Thus if the satellite manufacturing company were to
have any long term technology strategy, then electric propulsion technology should be
an innovation deserving corporate support and attention. Yet the contrary behavior
as we have observed suggests an explanation that must have something to do with
the failure of management.
6.3 Future Prospects
Having examined the implications of all of the above factors on the development of
electric propulsion, it can be concluded that these external factors will continue to
play an important role in steering the way electric propulsion will be utilized and
implemented. They would affect, in general, the progress of the entire field.
Recent effort, namely Air Force's interest and NASA's SP-100 program has ac-
quired a very heavy political overtone. These nuclear-electric propulsion programs
all aim towards near- to mid-term application with the use of conservative, low-risk
technologies. Attaching political overtone to technological development runs the risk
of subjecting the process to political scrutiny, in particular, the areas of SDI, ballistic
missiles and nuclear power in space are all under political controversies. This could
only hurt the process of technological development and ultimately the electric propul-
sion community would suffer again from wavering support. The largest impact could
come from the associated uncertainties of funding. Indeed the end of the Cold War
signals a slackening demand on developing ICBMs or power supply for SDI and the
shrinking defense budget could ultimately lead to a repeat of the 1973 termination of
all nuclear-electric propulsion programs.
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More disturbing perhaps is the fact that there is still no indication of a long
term policy for the nation to uphold its propulsion technological base. A recent
conversation with Dr. William Bennett, head of NASA's division on planetary ex-
ploration confirmed that NASA has no plan in the near future to support an R&D
program to advance the state-of-the-art of electric propulsion systems. Even though
it has been forcefully argued both in terms of potential payoff for initiating na-
tional propulsion R&D programs4 and the anticipated consequences of no action
[National Research Council; 1987], NASA is poised on devoting resources to other
areas. Table 6.2 shows the breakdown of NASA's budget for the past three years.
The portion that supports electric propulsion R&D goes under space technology and
research of research and development.
On the commercial side, the mentality of managerial and corporate behavior is
not likely to change very much, at least in the near future. In addition, competition
in telecommunications is shaping up. The advent of fiber optics technology would
be likely to continue displacing the need for communication satellites. This implies a
worsening situation on the part of telecommunications service companies as well as
satellite manufacturers who manufacture communications satellites. This could only
drive managers towards even more risk averse and financially oriented decisions.
The foregoing analysis seems to predict more uncertainties ahead for electric
propulsion. If the effort of NASA and the Air Force turns out to be persistent and if
they succeed in developing a high power nuclear generator that is capable to operate
safely in space, then electric propulsion may have overcome a major technical barrier
that will ease the way for the realistic planning of future missions that would provide
compulsive opportunities to develop electric propulsion devices. But for the near fu-
ture at least, advances of electric propulsion in the form of basic or applied research
4It has traditionally been a leading edge technology requiring advances in high-temperature ma-
terials and structures, lightweight structures, and many other technology areas. These advanced
technology efforts usually become synergistic with other technologies required for overall space ex-
ploration. Consider this. A direct-thrust nuclear propulsion for a manned Mars mission carries a
mass of about 1.5 million pounds compared to 4.5 million pounds for a chemical propulsion system.
This amounts to a 5 billion dollar cost reduction just for transportation from an estimate of 30
billion to 25 billion dollars [Howe; 1985].
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are not likely to receive tremendous support.
6.4 A Policy for Technological Leadership
As members of the electric propulsion community, those who are interested in es-
tablishing and maintaining technological leadership must look for ways to overcome
external barriers. A major difficulty is the fact that most practitioners in the field have
little or no control over how they could influence progress in their field. It is highly
unlikely that electric propulsion will anticipate growth such as those experienced in
the computer or electronic industries because its applications are very specialized
and there exists limited commercial opportunities and huge financial barriers. Still
in order to foster incremental growth, there are two resilient characteristics within
the electric propulsion community that should be leveraged at the core of the policy
recommendation:
1. an overwhelming agreement among practitioners that they pursue their electric
propulsion activities because of intellectual compellingness.
2. most practitioners find their roots in other disciplines and are therefore less likely
to quit electric propulsion work entirely. They have the flexibility to maintain
livelihood by performing other work while conducting electric propulsion work
as a fraction of their total work time.
In addition we would also put forward the following recommendations:
1. Facilitating a new technological venture means creating a cohesive group tied
by common interests in the same issues. Collaborating across organization and
fostering frequent meetings and special interest groups to share results and
discuss important issues. Collective effort in general maximizes the chance of
progress. It reduces redundant efforts and increases the information available
to researchers that may enhance the rate at which technical problems can be
solved.
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2. Develop a consensus among the community about the fundamental issues in-
volved in the implementation of electric propulsion technology and how they
should be approached and overcome. Understand all the external factors at
play and try to exert as much influence as each individual is capable of ex-
erting in his/her own position. This would include understanding managerial
issues and establishing dialogue with managers to expose their concerns and
psychological inclination.
3. Voice opinion about the depleting status of the nation's propulsion technological
base and how foreign competitions are closing in. Continue to emphasize the role
of electric propulsion for important applications and new areas of application.
4. Establish standards for evaluating innovation. How much risk is acceptable?
How to standardize performance? What are the environmental hazards? How
can they be avoided or minimized to acceptable level? What is this level?
5. Attention to design issues, especially to see if components of devices can be
manufactured using existing production facilities or can technology developed
in other areas be used instead.
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Power plant
Rover
Fluidized bed
Gaseous core reactors
reactors
SNAP-2
SNAP-10A
SNAP-8
Advanced
hydride
reactors
Medium power
reactor
experiment
SNAP-50/SPUR
Advanced metal-
cooled reactor
710 gas reactor
In-core
thermionic
reactor
Nuclear
electric
propulsion
SPAR
Propulsion
Propulsion
Propulsion &8
electricity
Electricity
Electricity
Electricity
Electricity
Electricity
Electricity
Electricity
Electricity &
propulsion
Electricity
Electricity
Electricity
Purpose Power level
365-5000 MWt
1000 MWt
4600 MWt
3 kW
0.5 kW
30-60 kW
5 kW
140 kW
300-1200 kW
300 kW
200 kW
5-20 kW
400 kW
100 kW
Development levelPeriod
1955-1973
1958-1973
1959-1978
1957-1963
1960-1966
1960-1970
1970-1973
1961-1966
1962-1965
1965-1973
1962-1968
1959-1973
1974-1981
1979-1982
Table 6.1: Principal U.S. space nuclear nuclear reactor programs (pre-SP-100)
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Twenty reactors tested. Demonstrated
all components of flight engine 2 hrs.
Ready for flight engine development.
Cold flow, bed dynamics experiments
successful.
Successful critical assembly of UF6.
Development level. Tested two
reactors with longest test reactor
operated 10,500 hrs. Precursor for
SNAP-8 and 10A.
Flight tested reactor 43 days. Tested
reactor with thermoelectrics in
417-day ground test.
Tested two reactors. Demonstrated
1 year operation. Non-nuclear
components operated 10,000 hrs.
Thermoelectrics tested to
42,000 hrs.
Stainless steel loop tested up to
2500 hrs. Fuel tested 14,000 hrs.
Fuel test to 6000 hrs.
Non-nuclear potassium Rankine cycle
components demonstrated to 10,000 hrs.
Fuel element tested to 7000 hrs.
Integral fuel element, thermionic
diode demonstrated 1 year operation.
Limited testing of thermionic
elements.
Limited testing of core heat pipes
and advanced thermoelectric materials.
[In millions of dollars)
ITEM 1987 1 1988 I 1989
Appropriations. total ....... ...... 10,576 1 9,027 10,898
Research and development ..........
Space Science and applications ..........
Physics and astronomy ........................:
Life sciences.................................
Planetary exploration .....................
Space aoolications ...........................
Environmental observations ..
Safety. reltability, and quality assur-
ance .........................
Commercial programs ...............................
Space transportation capability
develooment .............
Upper stages .................................
Engrneenng and technical base ..........
Space lab .....................................
Aeronautics and space technology ....
Aeronauncal research and
technology......... ..........
Space research and technology ........
Transatmosphenc research and i
technology..............................
Space station .......................................
Tracking and data advanced systems .;
3,128
1,553
553
72
358
569
321
9
41
496
161
133
74
592
376
171
45
420
17
3,295
1,576
611
70
329
566
314
14
74
610
155
134
67
612
335
224
53
392
18
4,267
1.830
734
78
417
601
414
22
45
681
139
155
89
769
404
296
69
900
19
ITEM
Space flight, control and data I
communication programs .........
Soace Shuttle production and I
operational capability...................
rbrter ......... ................................
ropulsion systems...............................
-aunch and mission support ..........
rtxter replacement .............................
Changes and systems upgrade ..........
Soace transportation operations .............
ý:: ht hardw are................................
;ight operations ...................................
.aunch and landing operations ...........
ExMendable launch vehicles ..............
Scace and ground network, communi-
cations and data systems.................
Soace network ................................
Ground network ..........................
Communications and data systems...
Research and program man-
agem ent ...................................
Construction of facilities...............
1987 1 19688 1989
5,815 1 3,811
3.105 1,088
373 329 1
464 595 1
148 165 1
2,100 -
20
1,847 1.810 1
936 777 1
558 584 1
353 450
- 28
863 884 1
407 436 1
250 232 1
206 217 1
1,467 1,743
166 178
4,464
1,128
282
582
264
2,305
1,113
686
507
86
945
484
228
233
1,892
275
- spr.esents or rounds to zero. I Includes other items not srown separately.
Source7 U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration. NASA News
Table 6.2: National Aeronautics and Space Administration - Budget Summary
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Appendix A
Annual Publication Statistics of
Electric Propulsion
The data was obtained through a computerized search of the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) database. The number of papers that were
published annually in each specialized area of electric propulsion was aggregated to
obtain the total number of papers published annually in the entire field.
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Year Number of papers published Year Number of papers published
1961 6 1976 142
1962 98 1977 121
1963 123 1978 134
1964 116 1979 142
1965 103 1980 156
1966 130 1981 140
1967 164 1982 127
1968 203 1983 86
1969 204 1984 167
1970 212 1985 136
1971 181 1986 116
1972 173 1987 187
1973 189 1988 168
1974 160 1989 128
1975 136
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Appendix B Survey Questionnaire
PART I: ELECTRIC PROPULSION ACTIVITIES
1. How much of your total work time do you currently spend on electric propulsion (hereafter
abbreviated as EP) related activities? (please check the one most appropriate answer)
[ ] 75% or more of my work time
[ ] more than 50%, but less than 75%
[ ] more than 25%, but less than 50%
[ ] more than 10%, but less than 25%
[] 10% or less
[ ] I no longer work on electric propulsion (EP). Year you terminated EP work:
2. Of your time spent on EP activities, about how much time is dedicated to each of the following
tasks?(Please note: if you no longer work on EP, please answer this question and those which follow
according to your most recent experience with EP)
Little or none
of my time
conducting EP related research 1 2
performing EP development, engineering or test activities 1 2
teaching EP concepts to students 1 2
raising funds for EP program 1 2
communicating with colleagues in other organizations 1 2
supervising other EP workers 1 2
other (specify): 1 2
About half
of my time
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
Most or all
of my time
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
3. a. If you currently spend less than 50% of your time on EP
research interest? (please specify)
activities, what is your primary area of
b. If you spend 50% or more of your time on EP (and it is not your first topic), please indicate your
primary interest before EP?
4. Which statement describes best your current (or most recent) involvement in EP? (please check
one)
EP is my only interest
EP is my major interest, though it is not the only topic on my agenda
EP is one of several interesting avenues I want to pursue
EP is a minor issue on my agenda
I want to keep informed about the evolution of EP, without becoming actively involved
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5. In regard to your current (or most recent) EP activities. To what extent, if any, did you have control
over:
To no To some To a great
extent extent extent
a. the decision to begin working on EP? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
b. the choice of EP topic(s) to work on? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
c. the decision on how to pursue the chosen topic(s)? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
d. the decision (if needed) to terminate EP activities? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. a. Given your current (or most recent) experience, how often have you collaborated on EP
activities together with individuals in organizations other than your own employer? (please circle)
Almost About half Almost
never of the time always
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
b. If you do interact with individuals in organizations other than your own, about how many
individuals do you normally collaborate with on a regular basis? (please check one)
[ ] just one
[ ] about two-to-five individuals
[ ] about six-to-twelve individuals
[ ] about one-or-two dozen individuals
[ ] several dozen individuals
7. Suppose for a moment that you were to consider collaborating with individuals in other
organizations. Please indicate the degree of autonomy you would have in:
No autonomy Some Complete
at all autonomy autonomy
a. the decision to enter this collaboration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
b. determining the goals and terms of this collaboration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
c. the decision (if needed) to terminate this collaboration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. Have you worked on EP while employed in other organizations? Yes: No:
If yes, please indicate in each case the type of organization and the time period of your stay there(please indicate the most recent first):
type of organization period of stay
a. [ ] academic [ ] government [ ] industrial [ ] other 19 to 19
b. [ ] academic [ ] government [ ] industrial [ ] other 19 to 19
c. [ ] academic [ ] government [ ] industrial [ ] other 19 to 19
d. [ ] academic [ ] government [ ] industrial [ ] other 19 to 19
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9. How accurate is each of the following statements about your organization, in general, regarding
your current (or most recent) EP activities?
In general. my organization ...
is convinced of the value of EP
is actively involved in EP activities
is critical of others involved in EP
helps me in obtaining support for my EP activities
encourages me to publish the results of my EP work
encourages me to enter into external collaborations
Not at all
accurate
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
Somewhat
accurate
4
4
4
4
4
4
Very
accurate
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
10. Is there someone who supervises your current (or most recent) EP activities? Yes: No:
If yes, please indicate how accurate each of the following statements is about your supervisor's
attitude towards your EP activities: (please circle)
In general. my supervisor...
a. is convinced of the value of EP
b. allows me autonomy in the choice of EP topics
c. is actively involved in EP activities
d. is critical of others involved in EP
e. helps me in obtaining support for my EP activities
f. encourages me to publish the results of my EP work
g. encourages me to enter into external collaborations
Not at all
accurate
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
Somewhat
accurate
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
Very
accurate
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
11. EP covers a broad range of activities. In which of the following topics are you most directly
interested? (please check all which are appropriate)
electric propulsion systems
mission studies
power conditioning and control
ion optics and discharge phenomenon
MPD thruster modeling
MPD thruster experiments
plasma physics
other (please specify) :
[ ] applications:
[ ] power arcjets designs and tests
[ ] ion thruster designs and tests
[ ] MPD thruster design and development
[ ] electrothermal thrusters
[ ] plasma thrusters
[ ] non-propulsive applications
[ ] other applications
(please specify):
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12. How much of your current (or most recent) EP funding comes from each of the following
sources?
Little or none
of my funding
About half
of my funding
Most or all
of my funding
a. your own personal resources
b. your organization
c. government space agency
d. government defense agency
e. government science agency
f. private foundation
g. industrial sponsor
h. other (specifv):
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
13. Approximately what percent of your current (or most recent) funding for EP activities
was specifically designated for the purpose of EP work at the time it was allocated?
14. To what extent can your current (or most recent) EP activities be characterized as:
Basic research: Work of a general nature, performed largely at the
will of the individual researcher, intended to apply to a broad range of
applications or to the development of new knowledge about an area.
ADDlied research: Work involving basic knowledge for the solution
of a particular problem. The creation and evaluation of new concepts 1
or components but not development for operational use.
Development: Combining feasible concepts to provide a distinctly
new product or process. The application of known facts and theory to 1
solve a particular problem.
Not at Some- To a great
all what extent
2 3 4 5 6 7
2 3 4 5 6 7
2 3 4 5 6 7
PART II: WHY WORK ON ELECTRIC PROPULSION?
PLEASE NOTE: The following series of questions focus on your initial decision to become involved
in EP related activities. Please answer them as you would have when you first began working on EP.
1. When did you first begin working on EP? 19
2. a. Was there someone who supervised your work at that time?: Yes: No:
Not at all Somewhat Completely
aware aware aware
b. If yes, to what extent was he/she aware of your EP work: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
c. What about your colleagues? To what extent
were they aware of your EP work: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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3. When making your initial decision to work on EP, how encouraging were the opinions of:
Very Very
discouraging Neutral encouraging
a. colleagues inside your organization? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
b. colleagues outside your organization? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
c. your supervisor? (if you had one at the time) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. How important were each of the following factors in influencing your initial decision to begin
working on EP?
Not at all Somewhat Very
important important important
a. lack of other promising topics to work on 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
b. job opportunity in EP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
c. availability of funding for EP activities 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
d. increased credibility of EP as a viable field 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
e. potential for financial rewards from EP work 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
f. decision of peers to start working on EP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
g. opportunity to solve an important societal problem 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
h. potential for recognition by peers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
i. opportunity to build a commercial enterprise 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
j. unique features of EP to solve certain problems 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
k. dissatisfaction with previous work agenda 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
I. positive opinions of leading individuals in the field 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
m. interest of funding agencies in EP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
n. intellectually compelling nature of EP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
o. recent successes of other individuals working on EP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
p. interest of industrial firms in EP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
q. decision of your supervisor to work on EP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
r. other (please specify): 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. At the time of your initial decision to work on EP, what was the state of the field in terms of:
Very Neither small Very
small nor large large
a. the size of the EP field? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Rapidly Rapidly
declining Stable increasing
b. the growth of the field? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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6. How important were the prevailing conditions in terms of the size and growth of the EP field in your
iiial decision to enter? (please circle)
a. the size of the EP field
b. the growth rate of the EP field
Not at all
important
1 2
1 2
Somewhat
important
4
4
7. Please indicate how accurate each of the following statements is about your niti~al EP
Not at all Somewhat
When I first began working on EP ... accurate accurate
a. EP research questions were well-defined 1 2 3 4 5
b. EP work was conceptually very difficult 1 2 3 4 5
c. EP systems were feasible in a practical way 1 2 3 4 5
d. EP work was purely exploratory in nature 1 2 3 4 5
e. the field of EP was mature 1 2 3 4 5
f. EP systems were fully operational 1 2 3 4 5
Very
important
6 7
6 7
activities:
Very
accurate
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
8. To what extent did each of the following factors influence your initial decision to work on EP?
Tono To some Toagreat
extent extent extent
iliut ty: technical and operational tradeoffs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12101318: mass savings 
tradeoff; monetary cost/benefit 
estimates 1 2 
3 4 5 6 7
oc mpatibility: configuration & in 
on 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
readiness: development maturity; production hardware capability;
life margin of critical components; qualification test assurance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9. Please indicate how much of your initial funding for EP was derived from each of the following
sources:
your own personal resources
your organization
government space agency
government defense agency
government science agency
private foundation
industrial sponsor
other (specify):
Little or none About half Most or all
of my funding of my fundingof my funding
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10. About what percent of this initial funding was specifically designated for EP work? %
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11. a. How large were the monetary requirements necessary to begin your initial EP research?
Very small Moderate Very large
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
b. To what extent did those monetary requirements influence your initial decision to work on
EP?
To no
extent
1
Moderate
extent
2 3 4
To a great
extent
5 6
Is there a particularly important event(s) that most influenced your decision to start working on
a paper or book?
a scientific/technical development?
discussion with a person?
Year of event:
collaboration with a person?
a conference you attended?
a job opportunity?
other event?
PART III: EXCHANGING INFORMATION WITH OTHERS
1. a. In the past five years, about how many conferences, summer schools, or workshops related to
your EP activities have you attended? (please circle)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 or more
b. In the past five years, about how many papers on EP have you presented at these meetings?
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 or more
c. About how many have been co-authored with individuals employed in other organizations?
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 or more
2. a. In the past five years, about how many articles on EP have you published in (refereed) journals?
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 or more
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12.
EP?
collaboration with a person?
a conference you attended?
other event?
b. About how many have been co-authored with individuals employed in other organizations?
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 or more
3. About how many individuals employed by other organizations do you communicate to regularly
about EP?
[ ] none [] just one [ ] two-to-five [] six-to-twelve [ ] one-to-two dozen
[ ] several dozen
4. Are you currently (or recently been) engaged in on-going collaborative EP activities
(such as, joint projects, co-authorship) with people employed in other organizations? Yes No
If yes., please indicate the type of organizations that you collaborated with and how you became
involved:
How did you get involved ?
type of organization (*see code below)
a. [ ] academic [ ] government [] industrial [ ] other 1 2 3 4 5
b. [ ] academic [ ] government [ ] industrial [ ] other 1 2 3 4 5
c. [ ] academic [ government [ ] industrial [] other 1 2 3 4 5
d. [] academic [] government [ ] industrial [] other 1 2 3 4 5
e. [ ] academic [] government [] industrial [] other 1 2 3 4 5
**code: 1 = our organizations had a collaborative agreement on EP
2 = we studied together
3 = we met each other at a conference or workshop
4 = we were previously employed in the same organization
5 = family, friend, or other trusted acquaintance
6 = none of the above (please specify):
(Dnoe: you may circle more than one possibility)
5. Given your current (or most recent) EP experience, please indicate your degree of agreement
with each of the following statements:
Strongly Strongly
disagree Neutral agree
a. I see myself as a member of the EP community 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
b. I keep in touch with EP people at domestic univ/govt labs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
c. I keep in touch with EP people at domestic industrial labs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
d. I keep in touch with EP people at foreign univ/govt labs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
e. I keep in touch with EP people at foreign industrial labs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
f. conferences and meetings are important events that
influence the direction of my EP activities 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
g. I want to fully disseminate results of my EP work to peers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
h. regardless of their employer, EP people should work together
to advance the field 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
i. my peers in EP influence my activities more than my supervisors 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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j. if my organization discontinued EP activities, I would seek a job
with another EP organization
k. I feel closer to EP peers outside my organization than I do to
non-EP peers in my organization
1. the goal of advancing EP knowledge should dominate other
personal or organizational ambitions
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. How frequently do you communicate with the following groups about your EP work?
EP people in your organization
EP people employed in other
organizations
space power generation researchers
spacecraft designers
mission analysts
project managers
other
daily weekly
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
biweekly
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
monthly
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
quarterly
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
yearly
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
never
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7. Given your current (or most recent) experience in EP, how would you characterize the degree of
openness of each of the following in exchanging information about their work?
Not at all Somewhat
open open
Completely
open
EP researchers, in general
you personally
EP researchers in academic laboratories
EP researchers in government agencies/laboratories
EP researchers in industrial laboratories
your organization, in general
spacecraft designers
mission analysts
project managers
other (specify):
8. Suppose you make a significant advance in the current understanding about EP.
would you consider to be of the most immediate importance to you?
Not at all
important
a. seek patent protection 1 2
b. discuss it with other EP people inside your organization 1 2
What actions
Somewhat Very
important important
4 5 6 7
4 5 6 7
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c. discuss it with other EP people outside your organization 1 2 3 4 5
d. publish it in a rapid publication joumal 1 2 3 4 5
e. assess its potential value with management 1 2 3 4 5
6 7
6 7
6 7
9. It is not unusual for individuals to differ in their opinion of the potential of a field and the likely rate
of future progress. However, such differences of opinion can lead to serious debate and even bitter
controversy among proponents and opponents of a field. What is your personal opinion, in general,
regarding the impact of controversial debate on the advancement of EP? (please circle)
Controversial debate
has been detrimental
to progress in EP
Controversial debate
has had little or no
effect on progress
Controversial debate
has been extremely
beneficial to progress
10. To what extent do you view the current debate over EP as particularly controversial?
Not at all
controversial
To some extent
controversial
Extremely
controversial
7
11. To what extent, if any, did the debate over the potential of EP influence:
To no
extent
To some
extent
To a great
extent
a. your decision to begin working on EP? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
b. your choice of which EP topic(s) to work on? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
c. your decision on how to pursue the chosen topic(s)? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
d. your decision to terminate (if needed) EP activities? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
PART IV: THE FUTURE OF ELECTRIC PROPULSION
1. What do you think of the current expectations of EP people, in general, regarding the field's
future potential?
Current expectations
seriously underestimate
the future potential
Current expectations
adequately reflect
the future potential
Current expectations
seriously overestimate
the future potential
2. How would you personally characterize the current rate of progress being made in EP?:
Very slow
progress
Moderate
progress
Very rapid
progress
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3. If current progress on EP were to remain the same (and assuming you haven't already left the
field), how much longer would you and your organization be willing to continue your efforts in EP?
a. you: []1 yrorless []1 to3yrs []3 to 5 yrs []5 to 10 yrs [] 10 yrs or more
b. your organization: [ ] 1 yr or less [ ] 1 to 3 yrs [ ] 3 to 5 yrs [ ] 5 to 10 yrs [ ] 10 yrs or more
4. How important would (or was, if you are no longer in the field)
diminishing your interest in working on EP?
negative opinion of your supervisor (if any) toward EP
lack of funding for your EP work
diminished interest among other people in EP
rapid progress in alternative fields
opinions of leading individuals unfavourable to EP
discontinuance of EP activities at your organization
loss of credibility of EP among supervisors
lack of financial rewards
personal dissatisfaction with EP work agenda
slow progress in solving technical problems in EP
diminished intellectual interestingness of EP
increased financial costs of conducting EP activities
loss of credibility of EP among peers
too many people working in the field of EP
difficulty in keeping up with new developments in EP
other (please specify):
each of the following factors be in
Not at all
important
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
Somewhat
important
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
Very
important
6 7
6 7
6 7
6 7
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5. In your opinion, how important would each of the following
implementation of EP:
breaKtnrougn in space power generation
breakthrough in developing high thrust device
compulsive mission opportunities for EP
leadership from government space agency
leadership from defense agency
leadership from satellite manufacturers
growth of commercial space activities
imDroved recognition of EP throughout the aerospace
be in influencing the wide-spread
Not at all
important
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
Somewhat Very
important important
4 5 6 7
4 5 6 7
4 5 6 7
4 5 6 7
4 5 6 7
4 5 6 7
4 5 6 7
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community
i. education for the future generation of aerospace
students
i. other (please specifv):
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
PART V: DEMOGRAPHIC AND EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION
1. Age:
2. Current employment information (note: if you have an appointment with two separate
organizations, please indicate this by using the second column).
Type of organization:
Primary employer
(a) [ ] academic
[ ] industrial
[ ] government
[ ] consultant
[ ] other:
Secondary employer
(b) [ ] academic
[ ] industrial
[ ] government
[ ] consultant
[ ] other:
Current position:
Name of dept/lab:
Year of initial employment with you current employer:
Approximate number of professionals in dept/lab:
Approximate number of professionals working on EP:
8. Number of EP systems being developed by dept/lab:
9. Are any of these EP systems currently deployed?
10. Please indicate the highest academic degree you have
obtaining):
Type of degree
(a) (b)
(a) (b)
obtained (or you are in the process of
UniversityDate
© THANK
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(a)_
(a)_
(a) 
-
(b)
(b)
(b)
YOU VERY MUCH!
m fW
Appendix C
A Trajectory Algorithm
C
THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE PARAMETRIC REQUIREMENT
FOR ORBITAL TRANSFER USING A LOW CONTINUOUSLY-APPLIED THRUST.
IT ASSUMES A TRIGONOMETRICAL ACCELERATION PROFILE WHICH
COMBINES ORBITAL TRANSFER WITH ORBITAL RAISING.
PROGRAM ORBITRANSFER
INTRINSIC ACOS,COS,SIN,TAN,SQRT,ABS,MOD,REAL
EXTERNAL CONVG,DERIVS,GAMMA1,GAMMA2,GAMMA3,RADIUS,XAXIS,YAXIS,
& INTEGRI,INTEGR2,DS
C ****************************************
C
C MAIN DECLARATIONS
C
C $************************************** *
INTEGER MAX1,MAX2,MAX3
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
PRECISION
PRECISION
PRECISION
PRECISION
PRECISION
PRECISION
PRECISION
PRECISION
PRECISION
PRECISION
ASTART,AFINAL,ESTART,EFINAL,FSTART,ISTART,IFINAL
MEANACLN,MAXACLN,MINACLN,VARPAR,GIMBAL,GIMDEG
GAMMAI,GAMMA2,GAMMA3,RADIUS,INTEGRI,INTVAL,DS
DADFO,DEDFO,DIDFO,PI,GM,INTEGR2,OMEGA
RSHOOT,ESHOOT,ISHOOT
EFF,ALPHA,MAXRAD
SMAXIS,ECCEN,INCLN,DELF,FVAL,DADF,DEDF,DIDF
XAXIS,YAXIS,DELTV
MAXALFA,ISP
SMXOLD,ECCOLD,FOLD,TAU,DISTANCE
OPEN(15,FILE='space_traj.dat')
C
CONSTANTSBOUNDARY CONDITIONSINITIAL VALUES,
AND ENGINE PARAMETERS
C ****************************************
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AN EGIE RMEER
PI = 3.141592654DO0
GM = 1.32715D20
OMEGA = 2.82219740047D00
ASTART = 1.49599D11
AFINAL = 5.323578D11
FSTART = O.ODO
ESTART = O.ODO
EFINAL = 0.556D0
ISTART = 0.
IFINAL = 0.082
MAXRAD = 0.0
C ****************************************
C
C INPUT VARIABLES
C
PRINT *, 'ENTER MEAN SPACECRAFT SPECIFIC POWER:'
READ *, ALPHA
PRINT *, 'ENTER SPECIFIC IMPULSE:'
READ *, ISP
PRINT *, 'ENTER OVERALL EFFICIENCY:'
READ *, EFF
PRINT *, 'ENTER MODULATION PARAMETER:'
READ *, VARPAR
PRINT *, 'ENTER GIMBAL ANGLE (Deg):'
READ *, GIMDEG
PRINT *, 'ENTER STEP SIZE (Rad):'
READ *, DELF
WRITE(6,*)
C
C
C PRINT-OUT OF INITIAL CONDITIONS AND INPUT VARIABLES
C
C **********************************************************************
MEANACLN = 2.*EFF*ALPHA/(ISP*9.81)
GIMBAL = GIMDEG*PI/180.
WRITE(6,900) ASTART/I.49599D11
WRITE(6,901) ESTART
WRITE(6,902) ISTART
WRITE(6,903) FSTART
WRITE(6,*) ' I
WRITE(6,904) ALPHA
WRITE(6,905) ISP
WRITE(6,906) EFF
WRITE(6,*) ' I
WRITE(6,907) VARPAR
WRITE(6,908) GIMDEG
WRITE(6,909) DELF
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WRITE(6,*) ' )
C ****************************************
C
CALCULATE THE INITIAL GRADIENTS OF DA/DF, DE/DF AND DI/DF; AND
USING THE INITIAL GRADIENTS TO OBTAIN 
VALUES FOR A, E, AND I
AT THE FIRST ITERATION.
C ****************************************
22 DADFO = GAMMAI(ASTART,ESTART,GM)*MEANACLN*(1.+VARPAR)
DEDFO = GAMMA2(ASTART,ESTART,GM)*MEANACLN*(1.+VARPAR)
DIDFO = GAMMA3(ASTART,ESTART,GM)*MEANACLN*TAN(GIMBAL)*SIN(OMEGA)
PRINT *, GAMMA3(ASTART,ESTART,GM), MEANACLN, TAN(GIMBAL),
& SIN(OMEGA)
PRINT *, DIDFO
SMAXIS = ASTART + DELF * DADFO
ECCEN = ESTART + DELF * DEDFO
INCLN = ISTART + DELF * DIDFO
FVAL = FSTART + DELF
SMXOLD = ASTART
ECCOLD = ESTART
FOLD = FSTART
WRITE(1I,990) XAXIS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,FVAL),YAXIS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,FVAL)
INTVAL = INTEGRI(SMAXIS,ECCEN,FVAL,GIMBAL,MEANACLN,VARPAR,GM)
DELTV = 0.5 * INTVAL * DELF
DISTANCE = DS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,FVAL,DELF,SMXOLD,ECCOLD,FOLD)
TAU = 0.5 * (INTEGR2(SMAXIS,ECCEN,FVAL,GM)+INTEGR2(ASTART,ESTART,
& FSTART,GM)) * DELF
SMXOLD = SMAXIS
ECCOLD = ECCEN
FOLD = FVAL
C ****************************************
C
C MAIN LOOP -- FORWARD MARCH IN TRUE ANOMALY; CALLING ON
C SUBROUTINES CONVG AND DERIVS FOR SUCESSIVE VALUES
C OF <DA/DF>, <DE/DF>, AND <DI/DF>.
C
C ****************************************
11 CALL CONVG(FVAL,ECCEN,MAXI,MAX2,MAX3)
CALL DERIVS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,MAX1,MAX2,MAX3,
& GIMBAL,MEANACLN,VARPAR,GM,DADF,DEDF,DIDF)
SMAXIS = SMAXIS + DELF * DADF
ECCEN = ECCEN + DELF * DEDF
INCLN = INCLN + DELF * DIDF
FVAL = FVAL + DELF
DELTV = DELTV + 0.5 * (INTEGR1(SMAXIS,ECCEN,FVAL,
& GIMBAL,MEANACLN,VARPAR,GM) + INTVAL) * DELF
DISTANCE = DISTANCE+DS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,FVAL,DELF,SMXOLD,ECCOLD,FOLD)
TAU = TAU + 0.5 * (INTEGR2(SMAXIS,ECCEN,FVAL,GM)+INTEGR2(SMXOLD,
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& ECCOLD,FOLD,GM)) * DELF
IF (RADIUS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,FVAL) .GT. MAXRAD) THEN
MAXRAD = RADIUS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,FVAL)
ELSE
MAXRAD = MAXRAD
ENDIF
INTVAL = INTEGRI(SMAXIS,ECCEN,FVAL,GIMBAL,MEANACLN,VARPAR,GM)
SMXOLD = SMAXIS
ECCOLD = ECCEN
FOLD = FVAL
WRITE(15,990) XAXIS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,FVAL),YAXIS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,FVAL)
RSHOOT = (RADIUS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,FVAL)-RADIUS(AFINAL,EFINAL,FVAL))
& *100/RADIUS(AFINAL,EFINAL,FVAL)
ESHOOT = (ECCEN-EFINAL)*100I/EFINAL
IF (RSHOOT .LT. -.1) THEN
GOTO 11
ELSEIF ((ABS(RSHOOT) .LE. .1) .AND. (ABS(ESHOOT) .LE. 5.)) THEN
PRINT *, 'TARGET DISTANCE AND ECCENTRICITY CORRECTLY'//
& ' MATCHED.'
WRITE(6,*) '
ELSE
WRITE(6,991) VARPAR,RSHOOT,ECCEN,FVAL
PRINT *, 'TARGET IS MISSED. PLEASE TRY AGAIN WITH'//
& ' A NEW MODULATION PARAMETER.'
WRITE(6,*) I '
PRINT *, 'ENTER NEW MODULATION PARAMETER:'
READ *, VARPAR
WRITE(6,*)
GOTO 22
ENDIF
ISHOOT = (INCLN-IFINAL)*100/IFINAL
IF (ABS(ISHOOT) .LE. 1.) THEN
PRINT *, 'INCLINATION CORRECTLY MATCHED.'
WRITE(6,*) I I
PRINT *, 'RENDEZVOUS ACCOMPLISHED.'
WRITE(6,*) I '
MAXALFA = MEANACLN * (1.+VARPAR) * (ISP*9.81) / (2.*EFF)
MAXACLN = MEANACLN * (1.+VARPAR)
MINACLN = MEANACLN * (1.-VARPAR)
WRITE(6,910) RADIUS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,FVAL)
WRITE(6,911) RADIUS(AFINAL,EFINAL,FVAL)
WRITE(6,912) RSHOOT
WRITE(6,*) ' I
WRITE(6,913) ECCEN
WRITE(6,914) EFINAL
WRITE(6,915) ESHOOT
WRITE(6,*) ' I
WRITE(6,916) INCLN*180./PI
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WRITE(6,917) IFINAL*~
WRITE(6,918) ISHOOT
WRITE(6,*) ' '
WRITE(6,919) FVAL
WRITE(6,920) FVAL/(2
WRITE(6,*) ' '
WRITE(6,921) MAXALFA
WRITE(6,922) MEANACLI
WRITE(6,923) MAXACLN
WRITE(6,924) MINACLN
WRITE(6,*) ' '
WRITE(6,925) DELTV/1(
WRITE(6,*) ' '
WRITE(6,926) DISTANCI
WRITE(6,*) ' '
WRITE(6,927) TAU/3604
WRITE(6,*) ' '
WRITE(6,928) MAXRAD
WRITE(6,*) ' '
L80./PI
.*PI)
)00.
E/1.EO9
ELSE
WRITE(6,992) GIMBAL*180./PI,INCLN*180./PI,ISHOOT
PRINT *, 'INCORRECT INCLINATION. PLEASE TRY AGAIN WITH'//
& ' A NEW GIMBAL ANGLE.'
WRITE(6,*) ' '
PRINT *, 'ENTER NEW GIMBAL ANGLE (deg): '
READ *, GIMDEG
WRITE(6,*) ' '
GIMBAL = GIMDEG*PI/180.
GOTO 22
ENDIF
900 FORMAT('Initial Radius of Spacecraft Orbit (AU) = ',3X,F4.2)
901 FORMAT('Initial Eccentricity of Spacecraft Orbit = ',3X,F5.3)
902 FORMAT('Initial Inclination of Spacecraft Orbit (deg) =
& ,3X,FS.3)
903 FORMAT('Initial True Anomaly of Spacecraft Orbit (rad) = '
& ,3X,F5.3)
904 FORMAT('Mean Spacecraft Power/Mass Ratio (W/kg) = ',3X,F4.2)
905 FORMAT('Engine Specific Impulse (sec) = ',3X,F6.1)
906 FORMAT('Overall Engine Efficiency = ',3X,F4.2)
907 FORMAT('Modulation Parameter = ',3X,FS.3)
908 FORMAT('Maximum Gimbal Angle (deg) = ',3X,F4.1)
909 FORMAT('Step Size (radians) =',3X,F4.2)
910 FORMAT('Radius of Spacecraft Trajectory Q Rendezvous (AU) = '
& ,3X,FS.3)
911 FORMAT('Radius of Comet Trajectory 0 Rendezvous (AU) = ',3X,FS.3)
912 FORMAT('Radius Overshoot = ',3X,F6.3,'%')
913 FORMAT('Eccentricity of Spacecraft Trajectory * Rendezvous = '
& ,3X,F5.3)
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0./24./365.
914 FORMAT('Eccentrcity of Comet Trajectory = ',3X,FS.3)
915 FORMAT('Eccentricity Mismatch = ',3X,F6.3,'1')
916 FORMAT('Inclination of Spacecraft Trajectory * Rendezvous (deg) ='
& ,4X,F5.3)
917 FORMAT('Inclination of Comet Trajectory (deg) = ',3X,F5.3)
918 FORMAT('Inclination Mismatch = ',3X,F6.3,'1')
919 FORMAT('Radians Traversed by Spacecraft = ',3X,F6.3)
920 FORMAT('Total No. of Turns Traversed = ',3X,F4.2)
921 FORMAT('Maximum Spacecraft Power/Mass Ratio (W/kg) = ',3X,F6.3)
922 FORMAT('Mean Spacecraft Acceleration (m/s^2) = ',3X,E10O.3)
923 FORMAT('Maximum Spacecraft Acceleration (m/s'2) = ',3X,E10O.3)
924 FORMAT('Minimum Spacecraft Acceleration (m/s^2) = ',3X,E10.3)
925 FORMAT('Total Velocity Increment (km/s) = ',3X,F6.3)
926 FORMAT('Total Distance Traveled (million km) = ',3X,F6.1)
927 FORMAT('Total Mission Time (yr) = ',3X,F5.2)
928 FORMAT('Maximum Distance From the Sun (AU) = ',3X,F4.2)
990 FORMAT(7X,E13.7,3X,E13.7)
991 FORMAT('b = ',F5.3,3X,'rshoot = ',F7.3,'%',3X,'e = '
& ,F5.3,3X,'f (rad) = ',F5.3)
992 FORMAT('gimbal = ',F4.1,3X,'i = ',F4.2,3X,'ishoot = ',F7.3,'%')
CLOSE(15)
STOP
END
C ****************************************
C
C MAIN PROGRAM ENDS
C
C **************
C
C
C SUBROUTINE FOR CALCULATING <DA/DF>,<DE/DF> AND <DI/DF>
C
SUBROUTINE DERIVS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,MAX1,MAX2,MAX3,
& GIMBAL,MEANACLN,VARPAR,GM,DADF,DEDF,DIDF)
DOUBLE PRECISION ECCEN,SMAXIS,GIMBAL,MEANACLN,VARPAR,GM
DOUBLE PRECISION DADF,DEDF,DIDF
DOUBLE PRECISION ATEMPI,ATEMP2,ATEMP3
DOUBLE PRECISION ETEMPI,ETEMP2,ETEMP3,ETEMP4
DOUBLE PRECISION COEFF3,COEFF4,FACT,BETA
DOUBLE PRECISION GAMMA1,GAMMA2,GAMMA3
INTEGER P,M
C ****************************************
C
C DEFINING THE FUNCTION BETA
C
C ****************************************
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BETA = ECCEN/(I.+(ECCEN**2))
C **********************************************************************
C
C FIRST LOOP TO COMPUTE <DA/DF>
C
C ***************************************************************
ATEMP2 = 0.
ATEMP3 = 0.
DO 10 P=I,MAX3
ATEMPI = (REAL(P)+I.)*(ECCEN**REAL(P))
& - REAL(P)*BETA*(ECCEN**(REAL(P)-1.))
DO 20 M=2,MAX1
IF (COEFF3(M,P,BETA,ECCEN) .LE. 0.) THEN
GOTO 33
ELSE
ATEMPI= ATEMP1- COEFF3(M,P,BETA,ECCEN)
ENDIF
20 CONTINUE
33 IF (MOD(P,2) .EQ. 0) THEN
ATEMP2 = ATEMP2 + ATEMPI*FACT(P)
ELSE
ATEMP3 = ATEMP3 + ATEMP1*FACT(P+1)
ENDIF
10 CONTINUE
DADF = GAMMAI(SMAXIS,ECCEN,GM) * MEANACLN
& * (1. + ATEMP2 - VARPAR*ATEMP3)
C **********************************************************************
C
C SECOND LOOP TO COMPUTE <DE/DF>
C
C **********************************************************************
ETEMP2 = 0.
ETEMP3 = 0.
ETEMP4 = 0.
DO 30 P=I,MAX3
ETEMPI = (REAL(P)+1.)*(ECCEN**REAL(P))
& + REAL(P)*BETA*(ECCEN**(REAL(P)-I.))
DO 40 M=2,MAX2
IF (COEFF4(M,P,BETA,ECCEN) .LE. 0.) THEN
GOTO 44
ELSE
ETEMPI= ETEMPI+ COEFF4(M,P,BETA,ECCEN)
ENDIF
40 CONTINUE
44 IF (MOD(P,2) .EQ. 0) THEN
ETEMP2 = ETEMP2 + ETEMP1*FACT(P)
ETEMP3 = ETEMP3 + ETEMP1*FACT(P+2)
ELSE
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ETEMP4 = ETEMP4 + ETEMP1*FACT(P+1)
ENDIF
30 CONTINUE
DEDF = GAMMA2(SMAXIS,ECCEN,GM) * MEANACLN
& * (ECCEN*(I.+ETEMP2)
& + VARPAR*(O.S+ETEMP3)
& - (1.+VARPAR*ECCEN)*ETEMP4)
C ********************************************************************
C
C THIRD LOOP TO COMPUTE <DI/DF>
C
C ********************************************************************
DIDF = GAMMA3(SMAXIS,ECCEN,GM) * MEANACLN * TAN(GIMBAL)
& * SIN(OMEGA)
RETURN
END
C ****************************************
C
C SUBROUTINE DERIVS ENDS
C
C ****************************************
C
C **********************************************************
c
C SUBROUTINE CONVG DETERMINES NO. OF TERMS REQUIRED FOR
C CONVERGENCE FOR THE FOUR BINOMIAL SERIES AND RETURNING THE
C RESPECTIVE VALUES -- MAXI, MAX2, AND MAX3, TO THE MAIN
C PROGRAM AND TO SUBROUTINE DERIVS.
C
C ****************************************
SUBROUTINE CONVG(F,ECCEN,MAXI,MAX2,MAX3)
DOUBLE PRECISION EXP1,EXP2,EXP3
DOUBLE PRECISION ECCEN,F,BETA
DOUBLE PRECISION COEFF1,COEFF2
DOUBLE PRECISION ERR1,ERR2,ERR3
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNC1,FUNC2,FUNC3
INTEGER MAXI,MAX2,MAX3
C **********************
C
C DEFINING THE FUNCTIONS BETA, FUNC1, FUNC2, FUNC3
C
C ****************************************
BETA = ECCEN/(1.+(ECCEN**2))
FUNC1 = SQRT(1.+2.*BETA*COS(F))
FUNC2 = 1./FUNCI
FUNC3= I./((1.+ECCEN*COS(F))**2)
C
C $ $ $$$• $ $$$$ $$$$$•$$ $
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C SETTING INITIAL VARIABLES
C
MAXI = 2
MAX2 = 2
MAX3 = 2
EXP1 = 1. + BETA*COS(F)
EXP2 = i. - BETA*COS(F)
EXP3 = 1. - 2.*ECCEN*COS(F)
C
C BINOMIAL SERIES FOR FUNC1(BETA,F) = SQRT(1+2*BETA*COS(F))
C
55 EXPI = EXPI + (COEFFI(MAXI)
& * ((2.*BETA*COS(F))**MAX1))
ERRI = ABS((EXPI-FUNCI)*100./FUNC1)
IF (ERRI .LE. .1) THEN
GOTO 66
ELSE
MAX1 = MAX1+1
GOTO 55
ENDIF
C
C BINOMIAL SERIES FOR FUNC2(BETA,F) = 1/SQRT(1+2*BETA*COS(F))
C
66 EXP2 = EXP2 + (COEFF2(MAX2)
& * ((2.*BETA*COS(F))**MAX2))
ERR2 = ABS((EXP2-FUNC2)*100./FUNC2)
IF (ERR2 .LE. .1) THEN
GOTO 77
ELSE
MAX2 = MAX2+I
GOTO 66
ENDIF
C ****************************************
C
C BINOMIAL SERIES FOR FUNC3(ECCEN,F) = 1/SQ(1+ECCEN*COS(F))
C
C ****************************************
77 EXP3 = EXP3 + (((-1.)**MAX3)
& * (ECCEN**MAX3) * (COS(F)**MAX3)
& * REAL(MAX3+I))
ERR3 = ABS((EXP3-FUNC3)*100./FUNC3)
IF (ERR3 .LE. .1) THEN
GOTO 88
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ELSE
MAX3 = MAX3+1
GOTO 77
ENDIF
88 RETURN
END
C ****************************************
C
C SUBROUTINE CONVG ENDS
C
C
C BINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS OF BSERIES1
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION COEFFI(M)
INTEGER K,M
COEFFI = 0.5/REAL(M)
DO 10 K=I,M-1
COEFFI = COEFFI * (0.5-REAL(K))/REAL(K)
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C BINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS OF BSERIES2
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION COEFF2(M)
INTEGER K,M
COEFF2 = ((-1.)**M) * (0.5/REAL(M))
DO 10 K=I,M-1
COEFF2 = COEFF2 * (0.5+REAL(K))/REAL(K)
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C BINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS OF BSERIES3
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION COEFF3(M,P,BETA,ECCEN)
INTEGER P,M
DOUBLE PRECISION BETA,ECCEN
COEFF3 = (REAL(P)-(REAL(M)-1))
& * ABS(COEFF1(M)*((2*BETA)**REAL(M)))
& * (ECCEN**(REAL(P)-REAL(M)))
RETURN
END
C BINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS OF BSERIES4
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION COEFF4(M,P,BETA,ECCEN)
INTEGER P,M
DOUBLE PRECISION BETA,ECCEN
COEFF4 = (REAL(P)-(REAL(M)-I))
& * ABS(COEFF2(M)*((2*BETA)**REAL(M)))
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& * (ECCEN**(REAL(P)-REAL(M)))
RETURN
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION GAMMA1(SMAXIS,ECCEN,GM)
DOUBLE PRECISION G1,G2,G3
DOUBLE PRECISION SMAXIS,ECCEN,GM
Gi = ((1.+ECCEN)/(1.-ECCEN))**I.5
G2 = SQRT((1.+(ECCEN**2))/(1.-(ECCEN**2)))
G3 = (1.-ECCEN)**3
GAMMA1 = 2.*(SMAXIS**2)*G1*G2*G3*(SMAXIS/GM)
RETURN
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION GAMMA2(SMAXIS,ECCEN,GM)
DOUBLE PRECISION G1,G2,G3
DOUBLE PRECISION SMAXIS,ECCEN,GM
Gi = ((1.+ECCEN)/(I.-ECCEN))**1.5
G2 = SQRT((1.-(ECCEN**2))/(I.+(ECCEN**2)))
G3 = (1.-ECCEN)**3
GAMMA2 = 2.*(SMAXIS**2)*GI*G2*G3/GM
RETURN
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION GAMMA3(SMAXIS,ECCEN,GM)
DOUBLE PRECISION SMAXIS,ECCEN,GM
DOUBLE PRECISION Gi
G1 = 1.-(ECCEN**2)
GAMMA3 = 0.5*SMAXIS*(GI**2)*(SMAXIS/GM)
RETURN
END
C FUNCTION TO COMPUTE THE INTEGRAL OF DELTA V
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION INTEGRI(SMAXIS,ECCEN,F,GIMBAL,
& MEANACLN,VARPAR,GM)
DOUBLE PRECISION SMAXIS,ECCEN,F,GIMBAL,MEANACLN,VARPAR ,GM
DOUBLE PRECISION ANGTUM
ANGTUM = SQRT(GM*SMAXIS*(I.-(ECCEN**2)))
INTEGRI = ACCLT(ECCEN,F,GIMBAL,MEANACLN,VARPAR)
& *(RADIUS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,F)*1.49599D11)
& *(RADIUS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,F)*1.49599DIl/ANGTUM)
RETURN
END
C FUNCTION TO COMPUTE INTEGRAL OF MISSION TIME
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION INTEGR2(SMAXIS,ECCEN,F,GM)
DOUBLE PRECISION SMAXIS,ECCEN,GM,F,TEMP1,TEMP2
TEMPI= (SMAXIS*(1.-(ECCEN**2)))**3
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TEMP2 = SQRT(TEMP1/GM)
INTEGR2 = TEMP2/((1.+ECCEN*COS(F)))**2
RETURN
END
C FUNCTION TO COMPUTE THE DIFFERENTIAL RADIAL DISTANCE
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,F,DELF,
SMXOLD,ECCOLD,FOLD)
DOUBLE PRECISION SMAXIS,ECCEN,F,DELF
DOUBLE PRECISION SMXOLD,ECCOLD,FOLD
DS = SQRT((RADIUS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,F)*DELF**2) +
& (RADIUS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,F)-
& RADIUS(SMXOLD,ECCOLD,FOLD))**2)
DS = DS*1.49599Dll
RETURN
END
C FUNCTION FOR CALCULATING THE RESULTANT ACCELERATION
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION ACCLT(ECCEN,F,GIMBAL,MEANACLN,VARPAR)
DOUBLE PRECISION ECCEN,F,GIMBAL,MEANACLN,VARPAR
DOUBLE PRECISION ADT,ADH,PSI
PSI = ACOS(-ECCEN)
ADT = MEANACLN * (1.+VARPAR*COS(F))
ADH = ADT * TAN(GIMBAL) * COS(F-PSI)
ACCLT = SQRT((ADT**2)+(ADH**2))
RETURN
END
C FUNCTION FOR CALCULATING THE HELIOCENTRIC DISTANCE
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION RADIUS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,F)
DOUBLE PRECISION SMAXIS,ECCEN,F
RADIUS = SMAXIS * (1.-ECCEN*(ECCEN+COS(F))/(1.+ECCEN*COS(F)))
RADIUS = RADIUS/1.49599D11
RETURN
END
C FUNCTION FOR CALCULATING THE X-HELIOCENTRIC COORDINATE
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION XAXIS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,F)
DOUBLE PRECISION SMAXIS,ECCEN,F
XAXIS = RADIUS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,F) * COS(F)
RETURN
END
C FUNCTION FOR CALCULATING THE Y-HELIOCENTRIC COORDINATE
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION YAXIS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,F)
DOUBLE PRECISION SMAXIS,ECCEN,F
YAXIS = RADIUS(SMAXIS,ECCEN,F) * SIN(F)
RETURN
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END
C FUNCTION FOR CALCULATING FACTORIALS
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FACT(P)
INTEGER P,K
FACT = 1.
DO 10 K=1,P/2
FACT = FACT * 0.25 * (REAL(P)-(REAL(K)-1)) / REAL(K)
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C ************************************************************
C
C END OF FILE
C
C ***********************************************************
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Appendix D
System Analysis Code
C
C
C THIS CODE PERFORMS SUCCESSIVE SUBSTITUTION ON PROPELLENT
C MASS GIVEN BY EQN.(4.37) IN CHAPTER 4. IT ALSO DETERMINES
C THE MINIMUM POWER LEVEL THAT SATISIES THE MISSION
C REQUIREMENT, BASED ON THE DATA GENERATED BY
C THE ION ENGINE ANALYSIS MODEL.
C
C
PROGRAM SYSANLY
INTEGER I,J,NENG
REAL AMAX,THRUST,DELTV,POW,SPECPOW,PHI,K1,K2,K3
REAL MPAY,MPSYS,MPROP(2),MFINAL,MSTART,MSA
REAL RHOT,RHOP,X,S,G,PI,IMP,PP
C
PI = 3.14159265359
RHOT = 4.5E03
RHOP = 1.15E03
X = 1.0
G = 9.0
S = 4.12E08
PP = 1.01E07
MPAY = 786.94
IMP = 3000.0
NENG = 1
POW = 1.0
THRUST = 0.042
MPSYS = 30.12
C
PRINT *, 'ENTER SPECIFIC POWER (W/KG):'
READ *, SPECPOW
PRINT *, 'ENTER MAX. ACCELERATION (M/S^2):'
READ *, AMAX
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PRINT *, 'ENTER MISSION DELTA V (KM/S):'
READ *, DELTV
WRITE(6,*)
K2 = 1.5 * (RHOT/RHOP) * (X/S) * PP
K3 = (K2/PP) * G * (1./(2*PI)**(i./3.)) * ((4*RHOP/3)**(2./3.))
PHI = DELTV * 1000.0 / (IMP*9.81)
DO 10 I=1,99999
MSA = POW * (1./SPECPOW) * 1000.0
K1 = MPAY + MPSYS + MSA
MPROP(1) = 0.0
DO 20 J=1,99999
MPROP(2) = (EXP(PHI)-1) * (Ki + K2*MPROP(1) +
& K3*(MPROP(1)**(4./3.)))
IF (ABS(MPROP(2)-MPROP(1)) .LE. 0.09) THEN
GOTO 990
ELSE
MPROP(1) = MPROP(2)
ENDIF
20 CONTINUE
990 MFINAL = MPROP(2) / (EXP(PHI)-1)
MSTART = MFINAL + MPROP(2)
IF ((REAL(NENG)*THRUST) .GE. (MSTART*AMAX)) THEN
GOTO 991
ELSE
POW = POW + 1.0
IF (POW .LE. 16.0) THEN
NENG = 1
ELSEIF (POW .GE. 34.0) THEN
NENG = 3
ELSE
NENG = 2
ENDIF
IF (POW .EQ. 2.0) THEN
THRUST = 0.083
MPSYS = 43.12
ELSEIF (POW .EQ. 3.0) THEN
THRUST = 0.125
MPSYS = 52.98
ELSEIF (POW .EQ. 4.0) THEN
THRUST = 0.166
MPSYS = 61.37
ELSEIF (POW .EQ. 5.0) THEN
THRUST = 0.208
MPSYS = 68.96
ELSEIF (POW .EQ. 6.0) THEN
THRUST = 0.249
MPSYS = 76.07
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SV'80e = SASd
L9s'O = ISfIIHI
ZHI (O'ZZ "bz" mod) aISqL
88"*ZO = SlSdI
9Ef'O = lSnlH1
NHI (O'TZ "ba" MOd) aIaSq'
*'L6T = SASdW
ST'O = lSfluHl
NHHL (O'OZ "I*" MOd) aIzSqI
8'VT6T = SASdW
96E'O = ISfIHL
EHHL (0"6T "bZ" Mod) AIZSIZ
E9989T = SASdw
:Lý'O = lSflHI
NHL (0'8T "b~" Mod) aIzSqT
L9"6LT = SASdL
9c'0 = LSfluHl
NHL (O'LT "bH" Mod) alHSqh
SV'ZT SASdH
M99"0 = LSflH
NHHL (0"9T "b" Mod) aIsqzS
Z*LZT = SLSdW
SZ90 = ISfIHI
NZHI (0'ST "z" Mod) dISzIq
8W'FT = SASdw
T89'O = ISflHI
NZHL (O'*T "ha" mod) aLaSqh
6V'LTT = SASdW
Of,'O = ISIflHI
NZHI (WcET *b* Md) AIZSIZ
O'*TT = SASdW
86'0 = ISnfIHL
NZHI (O'TT "bZ" Mod) AiZS•m
L9'90T = SASd
LSV'0 = LSfIHI
NZHI (O'TT 'b"" Mod) IIZSIZ
96"00T = SASd
STV'O = ISIlHL
NHHI (0'OT "3" MOd) AISIS
LT'S6 = SLSdW
fL'O = LSn1HI
NHHL (0"6 "bZ" MOd) AIZSIZ
TT'68 = SLSdM
c"0 s = LSIUHL
NZHI (098 "b" Mod) Il•SIZ
6L•8 = SASdW
T6*'O = ISfIUHI
NHHI (O'L "b" Mod) AISIZ
ELSEIF (POW .EQ. 23.0) THEN
THRUST = 0.478
MPSYS = 213.94
ELSEIF (POW .EQ. 24.0) THEN
THRUST = 0.498
MPSYS = 219.35
ELSEIF (POW .EQ. 25.0) THEN
THRUST = 0.519
MPSYS = 224.70
ELSEIF (POW .EQ. 26.0) THEN
THRUST = 0.540
MPSYS = 229.88
ELSEIF (POW .EQ. 27.0) THEN
THRUST = 0.561
MPSYS = 235.10
ELSEIF (POW .EQ. 28.0) THEN
THRUST = 0.581
MPSYS = 240.27
ELSEIF (POW .EQ. 29.0) THEN
THRUST = 0.602
MPSYS = 245.28
ELSEIF (POW .EQ. 30.0) THEN
THRUST = 0.623
MPSYS = 250.34
ELSEIF (POW .EQ. 31.0) THEN
THRUST = 0.644
MPSYS = 255.24
ELSEIF (POW .EQ. 32.0) THEN
THRUST = 0.664
MPSYS = 260.21
ELSEIF (POW .EQ. 33.0) THEN
THRUST = 0.685
MPSYS = 265.02
ELSEIF (POW .EQ. 34.0) THEN
THRUST = 0.471
MPSYS = 315.87
ELSEIF (POW .EQ. 35.0) THEN
THRUST = 0.485
MPSYS = 321.23
ELSEIF (POW .EQ. 36.0) THEN
THRUST = 0.498
MPSYS = 326.68
ELSEIF (POW .EQ. 37.0) THEN
THRUST = 0.512
MPSYS = 331.94
ELSEIF (POW .EQ. 38.0) THEN
THRUST = 0.526
MPSYS = 337.30
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S'L6C = SISdW
Z690 = ISN1HL
NaHL (0"09 "ha" MOd) AIaSIa
L*Z6E = SLSdW
8L9"0 = ISnLHI
NHHI (0"61 ~"b" MOd) AIZSrI
96"L8 = SASdW
b99"0 = ISfIHI
NZHL (0'8"9 "Z" MOd) AIZSIa
ZT•'8 = SASdR
1990 = ISNUHI
NZHI (O'L• "bZ" MOd) IaSIa
L09LS = SLSdR
LE90 = ISNH1U
NZHI (0"9, b~"* MOd) AIaSIZ
9'ELE = SLSdR
EZ9"0 = LSNIHI
NHZHI (0"9E bZ MOd) Zas73
TZ'89 = SASdR
609"0 = LSnLHI
NZHL (o't+*"bZ" MOd) AIZSIa
LO*E = SLSdW
969"0 = ISfIlHI
NaHL (OVf, 'b" MOd) dIaS'I
90"89 = SASdL
189"0 = ISnUHI
NZHL (O"• "ba" MOd) aIZSIa
98"9S = SSdNW
899"0 = ISNIIHI
NaHI (0"T b~"* MOd) AZISIa
SL'L• = SLSdH
H99"0 = ISfVdHI
NZHL (0"0b "bZ MOd) fIlSIZ
LV'ZK = SASdN
09"0 = ISNIHI
NaHI (0'6E "bZ" MOd) IaSIa
WRITE(6,*) ' '
PRINT *, 'MASS OF SOLAR ARRAY = ',MSA,'KG'
PRINT *, 'MASS OF SPACECRAFT 0 EOL = ',MFINAL,'KG'
PRINT *, 'MASS OF SPACECRAFT * BOL = ',MSTART,'KG'
WRITE(6,*) I '
PRINT *, 'SPECIFIC POWER = ',SPECPOW,'W/KG'
PRINT *, 'AVAILABLE INPUT POWER = ',POW,'KW'
992 STOP
END
C ************************************************************
C *
C END OF FILE
C
C *****************************************************
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Appendix E
Results From the National Survey
of the Electric Propulsion
Community
E.1 Organization
The results were analyzed empirically and are summarized in the remaining five sec-
tions of this chapter, following from the division found in the original survey (see
Appendix B) which consists of five parts, each inquiring about a distinct aspect of
the behavior and attitudes of members of the electric propulsion community.
The first section provides basic demographic informa tion about the respondents'
career a.nd about his/her current employment situation. It allows us to obtain detailed
information on what they do, who they are, where they reside, where they studied
and what they studied.
The second section focuses on the respondents' decision to enter the electric
propulsion community. What were the stimuli for individuals to enter the community?
flow did they perceive intellectual, financial and other barriers which might have pre-
vented their entry into the community? How did their immediate work environment
react on their decision to start work on electric propulsion?
The third section discusses the respondents' current electric propulsion activities.
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How committed are they to the cause of electric propulsion? What tasks do they
perform? What are their range of activities? How do colleagues and supervisors react
to their electric propulsion commitment? To what extent do they have autonomy in
the choice of their research agendas?
The fourth section looks at the information exchange behavior of the respondents.
What are their conference attendance and publication statistics? Do they collaborate
with others in research? How is knowledge being disseminated? What is the pattern
in inter-organization communications? How openly is information being exchanged?
Finally, the fifth section probes into the respondents' perception to the future
development of electric propulsion as an intellectual and technological field and to
what extent the various factors have in influencing the respondents' decisions to exit
the field. Implicitly they all reflect the respondents' dedication to the cause of electric
propulsion.
E.2 Demographic and Employment Information
The analysis of this section is based on the institutional dichotomy.
E.2.1 Age
The mean age for the three sectors are: 40.72 for academic; 41.14 for industrial and
37.47 for government; with a majority of over 50% of the respondents below the age
of 40. As we can see from Figure E-1, there is a primary peak and a secondary peak;
with the former appearing in the 26-30 age range and the latter appearing in the 51-
55 age range. This shows two interesting structural aspects of the electric propulsion
community:
1. The group corresponding to the first peak signifies that the community is com-
posed largely of members who are "young" in terms of working experience in the
field. These are probably mostly students or those who have graduated not long
ago and who entered the field either before or shortly after their graduation.
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Figure E-1: Respondents' age distribution
2. The group corresponding to the second peak lends itself to an interesting spec-
ulation. If we could assume that members belonging to this group entered the
field when they were between the age of 26 to 30, then the fact that they are now
between the age of 51 to 55 suggests that they must have entered in the period
between year 1960 to 1965 - the time when the community first began formal
institutionalization' and also the time marked by technological breakthrough'
and the onset of a fruitful and promising field. If this were true then these
members of the community must represent the early veterans of the community
who had remained dedicated for almost three decades.
1see chapter 2 for an account of the historical aspect of electric propulsion.
2The invention of MPD thruster - a form of electromagnetic propulsion device was invented
around 1963.
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Disciplinary Major Percentage of Total (%)
aerospace engineering 30.2
physics 24.0
mechanical engineering 19.8
electrical engineering 6.3
engineering science 5.3
nuclear engineering 5.2
chemical engineering 4.2
chemistry 3.0
business administration 2.1
Table E.1: Community-wise distribution of respondents' disciplinary majors
E.2.2 Level of Education
Given the nature of the sample, it is clear that the level of education of our respondents
is rather high (see Figure E-2). Only 16 respondents have "Bachelor" as the highest
degree. By collapsing the groups into Ph.Ds and non-Ph.Ds, we can see the distinct
proportion of number of Ph.Ds to non-Ph.Ds changing from greater than 1 in the
academic sector to almost 1 in the industrial sector to less than 1 in the government
sector (Figure E-3).
Further we can see how the level of education gets broken down by the respondents'
major field of study by referring to Figure E-4. The majority of the respondents
comes from an aerospace engineering discipline, followed by physics and mechanical
engineering. With the exception of electrical engineering, chemical engineering and
management, the majority of respondents have doctorates as their highest degrees.
Table E.1 shows a community-wise distribution of respondents' disciplinary majors.
E.2.3 Current Employment
As we have seen from Figure 5-4, the sectoral distribution by primary employment
shows that the group contain an almost equal number from the industry and the
government. Of the 112 respondents, only 18 reported to have secondary employment:
7 of those are in the academia; 4 of those work in the industry and the rest work in
government agencies. We have also shown, by converting the year the respondents
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Figure E-2: Sectoral distribution of the respondents' level of education
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Figure E-3: Comparison of number of Ph.Ds and non-Ph.Ds
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Figure E-4: Respondents' level of education broken down by major fields
started working with their current employer to the relative number of years with
respect to 1990, the distribution in their length of stay with their current employer
by sectors (Figure E-5). The important observation to make is that across the sectors,
the majority of respondents have had only 0 to 5 years of experience with their current
employers.
E.2.4 Research Team Constitution
Respondents provided information about some quantitative aspects of their research
environment. Particularly, they specified the number of researchers in their depart-
ment, the percentage of those directly involved with electric propulsion, the number
of electric propulsion systems that have been or currently being developed, and the
percentage of those that have been or planned to be deployed. These informations
are summarized in Figure E-6 through Figure E-9.
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Figure E-5: Respondents' length of stay with current employer
E.3 Electric Propulsion Activities
Analysis in this section uses the institutional dichotomy.
E.3.1 Involvement with Electric Propulsion
A number of questions tried to measure the respondents' involvement with electric
propulsion technology. Involvement was measured both objectively and subjectively
as a, percentage of total time spent on electric propulsion, and as the importance of
electric propulsion in the respondents' overall research agenda.. Figure E-10 and E-11
show that a general agreement exists across all three sectors and that the majority of
respondents regard electric propulsion as a major issue but not the only one among
their research agenda. The bulk of them devote over 75% of their total time to electric
propulsion, though between 10% to 20% in the academia and industry spend less than
10% of their total time.
In addition respondents were also asked to indicate qualitatively the partitioning
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Figure E-6: Distribution of the size of respondents' current department
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Figure E-7: Distribution of the percentage of respondents' current department in-
volved directly with electric propulsion
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Figure E-11: Distribution of respondents' time spent on electric propulsion as a per-
centage of their research agenda
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Figure E-12: Respondents' allocation of time with respect to different activities re-
lated to electric propulsion
of their time into various functions that include supervision, communication, teaching,
development, research and fund raising. A scale of 1 to 7 was used with 1 indicating
minimal time spent and 7 indicating most or all the time spent. Figure E-12 shows
conducting research to be the dominant activity for respondents in all three sectors.
The difference in their mean values is significant; with a probability factor p<0.03 4
based on the one-factor ANOVA3 test.
Significant difference is also shown in teaching (p<.087) in which people in the
academia appear to spend more time than people in either the industry or the gov-
ernment. With respect to communication, people in the industry allocate more time
than their counterparts in academia and government.
30One-factor ANOVA is a statistical test which performs analysis of variance on the mean values
to determine if they differ significantly.
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E.3.2 Autonomy in the Choice of Research Agendas and
Collaborations
These questions were intended to obtain a better insight into the extent of the im-
portant decisions affecting the autonomy of the respondents in their work. Responses
in the three sectors are generally the same, although significant difference among the
sectors are found in: 1) the decision to enter into collaboration with individuals in
other organizations and 2) the decision to terminate electric propulsion activities. In
general respondents in the academic sector experience greater overall autonomy (see
Figure E-13 and E-14).
In understanding the respondents' extent of collaboration with individuals in other
organizations, we again asked the respondents both subjectively and objectively the
amount of time devoted to these collaborations and the typical number of people they
interact with. By partitioning respondents' subjective score (Figure E-15) into three
basic categories (based on a 1 to 7 scale), we divided their time spent in collaboration
into: 1) almost never [score 1 or 2]; 2) about half of the time [score 3, 4, or 5]; and 3)
almost always [score 6 or 7]. Agreement is found among people in the three sectors
in the amount of time spent on collaborations. Close to 40% of the total spent about
half of the time and an equal percentage of the total almost never collaborate with
other individuals (see Figure E-16). In terms of the number of people they collaborate
with, the majority is between two to five, though one-to-one collaboration is quite
common in the academic sector while group of six to twelve are popular among the
industrial and the government sectors (see Figure E-17).
E.3.3 Immediate Work Environment: Organization and
Supervisor Attitudes
A number of questions inquired about the attitudes of the respondents' organizations
and supervisors (if they have one) towards their current electric propulsion activities.
Figure E-18 shows the number of respondents' being or not being supervised in the
three sectors. Both the industrial and government sectors display a larger percentage
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Figure E-13: Respondents' decisions on electric propulsion activities
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Figure E-14: Respondents' decisions with regard to collaboration with individuals in
other organizations
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Figure E-15: Respondents' current time spent on collaborating with individuals in
other organizations
of the respondents having some form of supervision. The answers of the respondents
on the 13 questions are shown in Figure E-19 and E-20. The non-significant p-values
reported in the figure are based on one-factor ANOVA.
In terms of organization's attitudes towards activities in electric propulsion, re-
spondents' general impression on their organization is fairly positive. They are con-
vinced of the value of electric propulsion, they encourage individuals to publish results,
and they are helpful in finding financial support.
For those who have supervisors, people in the government and in the academia face
a generally more friendly environment than those in the industry. The supervisors
appear to be encouraging, supportive, active, and allow autonomy in the choice of
research topics.
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Figure E-17: Number of individuals the respondents collaborate with regularly
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Figure E-18: Distribution of the number of supervisors for the respondents
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Figure E-19: Respondents' response on the organization's attitudes toward EP activ-
ities
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Figure E-20: Respondents' response on the supervisor's attitudes toward EP activities
E.3.4 Funding Sources
Respondents were asked a series of qualitative questions concerning the contribution
of different sources of funding to their current research funding. The distributions
of sources of current funding are shown in Figure E-21. It is interesting to note
that the government defense and space agencies are the major supporters of electric
propulsion for governmental and academic institutions while individual organizations
in the industry support their own activities. Very little support comes from own
personal resources, industrial sponsor, private foundation and government science
agency.
E.3.5 Nature of Tasks
The extent of the respondents' responses to the nature of their work was examined in
the context that classifies work into basic research, applied research and development.
Figure E-22, E-23 and E-24 show the extent to which respondents in the three sectors
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Figure E-21: Distributions of respondents' current sources of funding
characterize the nature of their current activities.
By collapsing those responses with a score of 5 or higher into one single group and
disregarding those with a score less than 5 (i.e. a score of 6 in Basic Research would
count the person as one who engages in Basic Research while the same person who
scores a 2 in Applied Research would not. be counted as one in Applied Research), we
can see from Figure E-25 that academics are inclined towards Basic Research while
industrials favor Development. The government sector shows the largest percentage
effort devoted to Applied Research among the three sectors.
Distributions in terms of specialties were also examined (see Figure E-26). In
the process of data entry, it was found that most respondents were involved in more
than one specialty areas, implying that one who engages most of his/her time in,
for instance basic research, could at the same time be devoting part of the time to
applied research or development. Figure E-25 helps in a way to pinpoint the overall
tendency of respondents' major involvement.
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Figure E-22: Extent to which respondents' activities can be characterized as Basic
Research
E.4 Why Work On Electric Propulsion?
In this section we will depart from the institutional dichotomy and focus on the three
different periods at which respondents reported to have entered the field. The three
periods are: 1) before 1970; 2) from 1970 to 1979; and 3) after 1979. This section
presents findings of the survey with respect to respondents' entry decision from the
following angles:
1. the respondents' environment (working relationships with peers and supervi-
sors);
2. different stimuli which might force one's entry into the community;
3. external barriers/opportunities that facilitated/inhibited entry into the commu-
nity.
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Figure E-23: Extent to which respondents' activities can be characterized as Applied
Research
E.4.1 Environment
No significant difference could be detected between the three periods as to whether
they had a supervisor at the moment of their entry into the community. Only a
mninoritv did not have a supervisor in all three stages (see Figure E-27).
Next we examine supervisors' attitudes for the three groups. Again we see that
supervisors were generally aware of the respondents' activities and this is true for
all three groups (see Figure E-28). In terms of encouragement received from the
supervisors, we detect a significant difference. Those who entered before 1970 and
after 1979 have more encouraging supervisors than those who entered in between 1970
and 1979.
Similar results were obtained when comparing attitudes of peers (Figure E-29).
Colleagues in the pre 1970 phase are more aware of the respondents' electric propul-
sion activities, and are also more encouraging towards them. This is true regardless
of whether the colleagues belonged to the same or to other organizations as the re-
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Figure E-25: Sectoral comparison of the nature of respondents' activities
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Figure E-26: Distribution of respondents' work by major specialties
0 nobody supervises me
* someone supervises me
pre 1970 1970-1979 post 1979
Figure E-27: Distribution of respondents having (or not having) a supervisor at the
time of entry
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Figure E-29: Extent of encouragement from supervisors and peers towards respon-
dents' EP activities
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spondents.
These results suggest that the environment that the respondents faced during their
time of entry varies in relation to the state of the field in terms of progress, potential,
and level of activities. On this account we might conclude that the environment was
more encouraging for new entrants in the pre 1970 and post 1979 periods and more
hostile in the period of 1970 to 1979, implying that expectations were probably the
greatest in the pre-1970 and post- 1979 periods and the lowest in 1970 to 1979.
E.4.2 Entry Barriers and Facilitators
Just as economic barriers and opportunities exist for industrial firms in competitive
businesses; the same applies to those who sought to enter into a particular community.
There are as we have already seen previously, varying degree of hostility in the general
environment that could either encourage or deter new entrants. The factors which
contribute to the makeup of the environment are the subject of this section.
We have listed the following as possible potential barriers and before asking the
respondents for the influence that each of those parameters had on one's decision
to enter the community, we first asked them to indicate the perceived magnitude of
these requirements.
1. Monetary requirements. (Figure E-30)
2. the size and the growth rate of electric propulsion. (Figure E-31)
3. Technical status of the field i.e. intellectual requirements. (Figure E-32)
The monetary requirements to enter the field are not significant among the differ-
ent periods. Overall speaking they are perceived to be only moderate in magnitude.
The size and the rate of growth of the field are also not significantly different among
the three periods. However it can be observed that the rate of growth is the highest
and the size of the field the smallest in the pre-1970 period while the reverse is true
for the 1970-1979 period. This apparent contradiction in the characteristics of the
two periods could perhaps be explained in terms of the momentum that was being
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carried forward from the pre-1970 phase into the 1970-1979 phase. The promises and
progress that were achieved prior to 1970 must have been strong enough to offset the
adverse environment or the declining growth of the field in between 1970 to 1979 so
that many researchers and developers were reluctant to leave. The modest growth in
the size of the field must have meant that new entrants were still being attracted to
the field despite the contrary common sense expectations.
In terms of the intellectual requirements, the three periods are more distinct.
We can see that at the early stage of the field (pre-1970), the questions were more
exploratory in nature, were conceptually more difficult and were less well-defined.
As time progressed (1970-1979), we can see that the level of difficulty decreased,
researchers were more certain of what the problems were and how they might be
solved. The maturity of the field also increased as the feasibility and operational
readiness of electric propulsion systems became more and more apparent. These
trends continued to move in this direction as the field emerged through the most
recent period (post-1979).
In a further step, we will combine the respondents' perceptions of the entry barriers
with the influence they exerted on the respondents' entry decision. The extent of the
influence was scored on a. scale of 1 to 7 with 1 indicating almost no influence and 7
indicating a, great deal of influence.
Monetary requirements, size of the field and the rate of growth of the field all exert
only small amount of influence on our respondents' entry decisions. The difference
between their mean scores are not significant but it is interesting to note that the
group 1970-1979 scores consistently lower than either the pre-1970 or the post-1979
groups. If by deducing from Figure 1-1 and E-31 that the community in 1970-1979
indeed experienced a period of very small or declining growth, then since decision to
enter a field usually correlates directly with factors such as rate of growth, a positive
flow of entrants in a field with declining rate of growth must surely suggest that other
factors must be at play in influencing those who enter in this period, or as we rightly
observe the declining influence of the rate of growth on those among the 1970 to 1979
group.
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Figure E-30: Monetary requirements and the extent of their influence on the respon-
dents at time of entry
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Figure E-31: Size and growth of the field at respondents' time of entry
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Figure E-32: Technical status of the field at respondents' time of entry
E.4.3 Stimuli to Enter the Community
The respondents were asked to rank a series of factors in accordance with how impor-
tant they view them when making the decision on entering the community. Further-
more in understanding whether implementation of a technology is ever in the mind of
those who first entered into a community, we asked them to rank four factors which
we believe to be crucial issues for implementation.
Figure E-33 summarizes the responses to the list of entry stimuli. Several simi-
larities can be drawn from comparing responses in the three periods:
1. Intellectual compellingness is the dominant factor in all three periods.
2. Commercial opportunity is the least important factor of all.
3. Respondents in the pre 1970 and post 1979 periods exert similar decision pat-
tern.
In addition to the similarities, several differences can also be observed:
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decision of supervisor to work
interest of industrial firms
intellectual compellingness
interest in funding agencies
positive opinions about EP
dissatisfy with previous work
commercial opportunity
potential for recognition
decision of peers to work on EP
potential for financial reward
increased credibility of EP
availability of funding in EP
job opportunity in EP
lack of other topics to work
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Degree of importance (1=not at all; 7=very)
Figure E-33: Comparison of responses to entry stimuli
1. Respondents in the 1970 to 1979 period score consistently less in most of the
major factors. These positive stimuli seem to exert less of an effect on this
group than on the pre 1970 or the post 1979 groups.
2. With regard to the positive opinions about electric propulsion, this factor was
far more important for the pre 1970 group than for either the 1970-1979 or the
post 1979 groups.
3. Decision of peers to work in electric propulsion also seems to be more important
for the pre 1970 group than either the 1970-1979 or the post 1979 groups.
4. In terms of credibility and potential for financial r7eward. they were again the
most important for the pre 1970 group, followed by the post 1979 group, and
the least important for the 1970-1979 group.
In summary intellectual compellingness is the dominant factor underlying respon-
dents' entry decisions. Respondents who enter in the 1970 to 1979 period were the
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Figure E-34: Comparison of implementation issues as entry decision stimuli
least susceptible to the influence of the positive stimuli. On the other hand respon-
dents who enter before 1970 and after 1979 were more prone to these stimuli.
Next we examine the responses to consideration of implementation (Figure E-34).
We can see that pre-1970 and post-1979 groups were more concerned about uses
of the technology as reflected by their higher mean scores on benefits and utility as
compared to the 1970-1979 group. Only a.s the technology became more mature did
people begin to be concerned with the readiness of the technology, as shown by the
increased importance that the post 1979 group placed on readiness.
E.4.4 Funding Sources
To supplement the analysis of section 4.4 on the distribution of respondents' current
funding sources, we examine the distribution of funding sources over time, aggregated
into the three periods that have been used throughout the analysis of this section.
Figure E-35 shows that NASA has always been the dominant funding agency to
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Figure E-35: Historical comparison of the distribution of funding sources
support work in electric propulsion, followed by respondents' own organization and
government defense agency - the Air Force. The pattern does not differ significantly
for the three periods. This shows that the electric propulsion community is very much
dependent on the support from NASA and the Air Force for their work. Leadership
on the part of these two agencies must have played a very important role in the overall
development of electric propulsion.
E.5 Exchanging Information with Others
This part of the survey instrument focused on several aspects of community life, again
reverting back to the institutional dichotomy for analysis. The researchers were asked
to provide detailed information on their communication behavior with other commu-
nity members. Specifically, they were asked to describe their publication behavior, to
enumerate their co-authorship with colleagues from other organizations, to indicate
general characteristics of the communication network in their community and to state
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Figure E-36: Frequency distribution on respondents' conference attendance
the existence and effects of controversies (if any) in hindering (or promoting) progress
of the field.
E.5.1 Conference Attendances
Conference attendance is considered to be "low intensity" indication of how one can
keep in touch with one's communal peers. This behavior is displayed in Figure E-
36 for the electric propulsion community. The majority resides in between 1 and 3
conferences attended in total, followed by a significant portion in between 4 and 7
conferences attended. A total of 12 people attended 10 conferences or more, repre-
senting 12% of the sampled population. Sectorally speaking, we can observe that
attendance is similar among the three sectors at the low range, equal between the
industrial and government sector at the mid range, and dominated by the government
sector at the high range.
The distribution of conference attendance draws a similarity with the distribution
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Figure E-37: Frequency distribution of papers presented by respondents in gatherings
of respondents' length of stay with current employer (Figure E-5). As we might
expect, the longer one stays in the field, the more conferences one is likely to attend.
Thus the primary and secondary most populated range, 0 to 5 years and 6 to 10 years
respectively, could coinincide with the low and mid range attendance frequency while
the high range comes from those who have stayed for over 10 years with their current
employer.
E.5.2 Knowledge Dissemination
One way of disseminating knowledge is through publishing and presenting papers
at conferences. Figure E-37 shows the distribution of papers presented by the re-
spondents in gatherings. It is similar to Figure E-36, the distribution of conference
attendance frequency, except that the absolute number in all three ranges has de-
creased and the category of 0 papers presented has gone up.
When we look at the distribution in terms of the number of papers respondents
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Figure E-38: Frequency distribution of respondents' publication
had published (Figure E-38), the similarity no longer holds. 70% of the respondents
have not published at all and most of those who have published fall in the 1 to 5
papers category. This again seems to suggest that the electric propulsion community
as represented by the sampled population is fairly young in terms of their experience
in the field.
E.5.3 Co-authorship
Co-authorship can be seen as a more informal way of collaborating and at the same
time disseminating ideas. It is especially interesting in understanding how ideas and
working relationships are formed across organizations.
Figure E-39 shows the frequency of co-authored papers presented at electric pro-
pulsion gatherings. The frequency is not particularly high which again demonstrates
that the majority of respondents may not have had much experience in the field. An
overwhelming 42% of the respondents have not co-authored. In terms of the sectoral
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Figure E-39: Frequency distribution of co-authored papers presented at electric
propulsion gatherings
distribution, there does not appear to be any major differences.
E.5.4 Inter-organizational Communications
To carry the investigation of inter-organizational communications further, the re-
spondents were asked to rank quantitatively their regular communications pattern in
terms of who they communicate with, how often they communicate and how many
people they communicate with.
Significant difference exists in the number of participants in regular inter-
organization meetings, as shown in Figure E-40. In the academic sector, one-to-one
collaboration is rather more common than in either the industrial and government
sector. On the other hand, the government sector is the only one that contains re-
sponses of several dozens of individuals communicating with each other. Since the
other two sectors do not register similar responses in this range, this could only suggest
that the extent of these communications must be confined to those within different
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government organizations.
In addition the respondents were asked to rank subjectively the extent to which
they agree with a list of statements that were designed to understand respondents' de-
pendence on the communication network and the effects (if any) of such a network on
them. Figure E-41 provides the summary of these responses. The general impression
of the community is of the importance of communicating with each other, working
with each other, and fully disseminating the results among each other. A significant
difference in the response with regard to disseminating results can be found among
the three sectors. The industrials are more reluctant to fully disclose results which
perhaps makes sense since proprietary knowledge is the key to obtaining competitive
advantage, a major driving force behind investment on R&D.
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Figure E-41: Respondents agreement with the factors on communication behavior
E.5.5 Degree of Openness in Exchanging Information
We want to examine more deeply the degree of fluidity in respondents' communica-
tion behavior. In particular we are interested in the communications between different
disciplinary as well as organizational groups. Figure E-42 shows the respondents' eval-
uation of openness towards information exchange among other disciplinary and orga-
nization groups. There are significant differences among the mean scores as depicted.
People in the academic and the government sectors have higher mean scores than
those in the industrial sector. Respondents consider the greatest degree of openness
among themselves and among their own organizations. On the other hand, behavior
of electric propulsion workers in the industrial laboratories and the industrial sector's
perception toward project managers receive the lowest scores. These results, although
qualitative, reinforce the idea that behavior in the industrial sector is consistent with
their own self-interest, which is the protection of proprietary knowledge as a means
to preserve their business advantage.
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Figure E-42: Degree of openness in exchanging information
E.5.6 Existence and Extent of Controversial Debate
Controversies bring disparity among members of the community. They could be ad-
vantageous and detrimental at the same time. For controversies can generate a special
acute awareness among members of the affected community, an awareness that pro-
mote debate through which resolutions leading to great ideas could emerge. On the
other hand controversies could also bring about the disintegration of a tightly nested
community which could affect progress, reduce credibility, and breeds distrust and
disillusionment among those external to the community. In trying to elicit the role
controversies play in electric propulsion, in particular, with regard to the potential
of the field, the respondents were asked to indicate the following: 1) whether any
controversial debate over issues in electric propulsion has had an impact on the ad-
vancement of the field; 2) to what extent the current debate over electric propulsion
is controversial; and 3) how does the current debate influence respondents' electric
propulsion activities.
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Figure E-43: Effect of controversies on the advancement of EP and the extent of
controversy on current debate
A few respondents sent in additional notes to comment on these questions on con-
troversies, apparently to emphasize from their experience certain aspects that they
feel are important. More of these particular points will be discussed in the concluding
chapter. From Figure E-43 and E-44 we can remark on the general trend exhibited by
the community. The non-significant distribution of the mean scores suggest certain
degree of unanimity among the sectoral groups with regard to (1) and (2) mentioned
above. This means that the current debate on electric propulsion is somewhat con-
troversial, though not extremely, and that it has had certain effect on hindering the
advancement of the field, but not entirely detrimental. When asked how the debate
over the potential of electric propulsion influenced respondents' decision to begin
work, to choose the topics, to pursue the topics, and to terminate work on electric
propulsion, the responses indicate that it has only a minor effect. Significant difference
among the mean scores are indicated in the decision to terminate work. Respondents
in the academic sector feel more affected than their counterparts in the industrial
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Figure E-44: Extent of influence by the debate on the potential influence of EP
and the government sectors. This is perhaps tied to the tenure system in universities
and colleges for professors for some extent and to the students pursuing graduate re-
search for a larger extent. For professors they need to demonstrate consistent research
progress in their chosen field and this tends to prevent them from switching to other
areas, particularly when substantial efforts have already been invested. On the other
hand tenured faculties are in a strong position to pursue studies according to their
own interest, yet at the same time they are more flexible in beginning or terminating
their work. For students their pursuit in obtaining their degrees, especially doctoral
degrees binds them to the field of chosen study for at. least a period of 3 to 5 years,
thus prohibiting them from switching to other areas for at least this amount of time.
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Figure E-45: Respondents' current expectations regarding the future potential of EP
and their perception of the current rate of progress in EP
E.6 Future of Electric Propulsion
A final section of the questionnaire inquired about different motives that might con-
ceivably force a respondent's exit fromn the electric propulsion commnunity. Their
perception to the future of the field with respect to their expectation, rate of progress
and eventual adaptation of their technology are believed to be fundamental in under-
standing the behavior of the community as a whole. This section is analyzed based
on the institutional dichotomy.
E.6.1 Current Expectations and Rate of Progress
When asked whether current expectations are overestimating or underestimating the
future potential of electric propulsion, respondents' from all three sectors gave more
or less unanimous answers, i.e. about 80% agree that current expectations adequately
reflect the future potential of the technology (Figure E-45). When they are further
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asked to estimate the current rate of progress in the field, over 95% of the respondents
agree that it is either very slow or moderate (Figure E-45).
This seems to suggest that the progress researchers expect themselves to be able
to make is less than the progress that is actually being made. Yet if their expectations
can accurately account for the future potential of the technology then one or more
of the following consequences may appear: 1) people are frustrated by the lack of
progress but yet are willing to wait for a definite period of time to see if the current
perception barrier can be overcome; 2) funding allocation is dependent on demon-
strated progress which implies that a lack of progress would diminish the resources
to support future progress, thus negatively reinforcing the growth of the field and
widening the expectation progress gap; 3) if the field continues to suffer beyond the
period in which people are willing to wait and see, an eventual exodus may occur and
the field would face remission.
In order to find out how long respondents are willing to remain in electric propul-
sion if its current rate of progress persists, they were asked to indicate that length
of time both for themselves and for the organizations whom they represent. It is
very interesting to note that about half of the respondents say that they will remain
personally for a period of 5 years or less and the other half say that they will remain
for 5 years or more (see Figure E-46). Approximately 20% would remain for 10 years
or more. No significant differences are found among the three sectors. As for the re-
spondents' organizations (see Figure E-47), the government sector seems to be more
persistent in its dedication to electric propulsion than either the industrial or the aca-
demic sector, as indicated by over 80% of the respondents in the government sector
declaring that their organization would be likely to remain for 10 years or more. This
is perhaps not surprising since government agency such as NASA and the Air Force
are likely to maintain a small research team even when the particular technology in
question is not advancing rapidly. The inertia and difficulty in terminations are also
possible reasons.
A series of factors were put forward to the respondents in an attempt to elicit their
subjective judgment on each of the factors in diminishing their interest in working on
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Figure E-46: Respondents' length of stay in EP given that current progress remains
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Figure E-47: Respondents' organization's length of stay in EP given that current
progress remains the same
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Figure E-48: Factors in diminishing respondents' interest in working in EP
electric propulsion in the future. Each of the factors was given a scale of 1 to 7 with
1 indicating that the factor is not at all important and 7 indicating that the factor
is very important. As shown in Figure E-49, lack of funding seems to be the most
influential issue, followed by diminishing intellectual interest, personal dissatisfaction
and discontinuance of electric propulsion activities.
Finally the respondents were asked to rank the factors which we suggested could
be important in affecting the wide-spread implementation of electric propulsion tech-
nology and thereby bring the technology to realize its full potential. The results,
shown in Figure E-49, shows an overwhelming agreement in all three sectors about
the importance of almost all of the factors suggested. In particular, breakthrough in
space power generation technology, compulsive mission opportunities and leadership
from NASA are considered to be the most important of all.
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Figure E-49: Factors in influencing the wide-spread implementation of electric propul-
sion
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